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Hip Hop Hits Vernon Street Academic Affairs
Cases Double
hears their case. The Honor Council,
a group of elected upperclassmen,
and the faculty on the AAC serve as
The Academic Affair Committee the jury panel for academic misconand the Honor Council ruled on 16 duct cases. The teacher and the stucases involving academic miscon- dent involved present their case to
duct last semester, the same number the panel, which deliberates arid
as during the previous two semes- issues a ruling. Punishments for acaters combined. One case, involving demic misconduct range from ceneight students, was the second sure, to suspension or expulsion.
largest in the existence of the comProfessor of German and chair
mittee. The infractions included pla- of the AAC Johannes Evelein cares
giarizing material from the Internet, passionately about the goals of the
unauthorized collaboration, and AAC and how they contribute to the
submitting another person's work as school community. "Our goal is not
a student's own. Two additional to be punitive or pedantic, but to
cases, pending over winter break, have students understand that at
will be resolved within several Trinity College academic honestly
weeks.
is of the utmost importance, and if
"I'm not sure if this last term you break the rules you're going to
was an outlier or what, but if these face consequences," he said.
The higher than usual number of
numbers continue we will be concerned," says Principal Lecturer in cases last semester concerns
the Allan K. Smith Center for Evelein, and he does not believe the
increase was a fluke. He credits the
Writing and Rhetoric Cindy Butos.
The
Academic
Affairs influence of the internet on student
Committee (AAC) is a group of six behavior and the availability of
faculty members, three administra- more electronic sources to plagiators, including Associate Dean of rize from with creating,new ways
Students Ann Reuman, and three for academic misconduct to take
students that make decisions involv- place. At the same time, he says, "I
ing academic policies and their feel'like the Integrity Contract proapplication. If a student wants to add pels faculty to hold students
or drop a class past the usua\ dead- accountable, and they do, which
By ALEC MacCOLL
NEWS WRITER

Edwin C.PnUl

Peter LeMonier, Jr. '09 (second from left), Zee Santiago '09, and others perform at Cleo's Hip Hop Show on Friday night.
By JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS EDITOR

drums and banging on bottles. The
show was an important reminder
that there are many talented artists at
On Friday night, a group of Trinity and in the Hartford commuTrinity students organized and per- nity, and that there is a large audiformed a hip hop show at Cleo of ence for music and the arts at Trinity
AX on Vernon Street. Organized by
Many of the rappers were
Magee Mcllvaine '06 and the Men accompanied by Slick Money and
of Color Alliance (MOCA), the the Doodads, a Trinity rock band
show featured Trinity students and comprised of Ivan Belcic '08 on
alumni performing. The show had a drums, Alex Dancho '08 on bass
huge turnout, filling the large room guitar, and Scott Baumgartncv '07
oi" Cleo, anA pian>^i»4<jmK.«s,,Ae,:.
audience joined the show, playing Young Zee, the stage name of

Santiago '09, helped to begin the
show with the help of DJ Magee
behind him. Soon, Nelson Lassiter
'09, also known as Encore, joined
the band onstage. One of the most
refreshing aspects of this performance was the element of improvisation and the informality involved in
the entire show — performers were
welcome on stage whenever, and
were free to leave when they needed
to take a break.

C on page 4

Qne:Two Challenge Gaining Momentum, Push is On
BySAN-EOULAN
STAFF WRITER
The Development Office's 1:2
Challenge hopes to be the one-two
punch Trinity needs to overcome the
College's recent financial difficulties. Beginning in October of 2005
and lasting until June 30, 2006, the
1:2 Challenge is the brainchild of
Vice President
for College
Advancement
Ronald
Joyce.
Twenty-eight alumni, including
many trustees, have agreed to
match, dollar-for-.dollar, any new or
increased donation that comes from
the campaign. If the College reaches
55 percent alumni participation

(10,268 alumni), then these 28 challengers will make an additional
donation of $1 million. If parent participation reaches 1,500, these alumni will provide a gift of $250,000. If
both of these goals are reached, then
$1.25 million will be donated to
Trinity, which does not include the
dollar-for-dollar match of increased
or new gifts. This additional bonus,
•however, is "all or nothing," as
Joyce put it. Therefore, it is "critical
that we reach both of these marks."
So far there has been a little
over $1.55 million of real matching
dollars, with just over 1,200 new
donors. Currently, there is 31 percent alumni participation, and
according to Joyce, "We are well on

track to reach our mark. However,
the deadline will be fast approaching." Trinity's alumni participation
last year was only 45 percent, so a
10 percent increase is needed to
reach the required mark. "Increasing
alumni participation by 10 percent is
very rare at colleges," explained
Joyce; nonetheless, he went on to
explain that "[the administration] is
confident in increasing the participation percentage." Trinity currently
ranks among the bottom four in
NESCAC for alumni participation.
"We aspire to be in the top four [for
alumni participation]," stated Joyce.
A total of- 5,227 individuals,
ranging from friends of the College
to even parents of alumni, have

made
contributions
to the
Challenge.'237 parents of students
have made new donations, and 124
parents have increased their donation amount. 793 alumni have made
new donations, and an astounding
1,269
alumni have
actually
increased
their
contributions.
$496,543.82 in new donations has
been given, while $672,550.12 in
increased donations have been

made. Since all contributions from
the first-year class are considered
"new," all donations will be
matched
dollar-for-dollar.
Donations from all the other classes
would have to be increased donations, or completely new donations,
for it to be matched.
The funds generated from the
see ONE: TWO on page 5
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The Development Office is aggressively promoting the One:Two Challenge to alumni, parents, and friends of the College. Over 5,000 individuals have contributed.
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Get Back to Work, SGA
The Student Government Association posed to be changing the history of the
finally held mid-term elections this past school.
weekend after a number of delays related to a
But the real concern this latest example of
mix of technical mishaps and poor planning. apathy shows, is the lack of motivation
But even with extra time fox caadidat£^v.tg*,_,.
petition for signatures to run, the selection of towaraimprbvhig the workings and commurepresentatives to Fill vacancies left much to nication within the College. It is easy for the
be desired, revealing the apparent apathy that student body to sit back and wait for SGA to
permeates our community. These situations do all the work on campus. It is easy for these
can no longer be tolerated to carry on.
students to blame Narin, but there is an equal
Trusted with the" leadership of the student amount of blame that must be distributed.
body, the SGA has performed rather When only 51 percent of the student body
abysmally in the first few weeks of this participates in an online vote, and most of
semester. In fact, the organization has yet to them do so without knowing anything about
hold a single meeting in 2006 (see "SGA" on the candidates outside of the fabricated biogpage 3), Whether the excuse is waiting to fill raphies that appear next to their names on the
a few vacancies or a combination of neglect ballot, it shows that this epidemic of apathy
and poor guidance, it is unacceptable. The has spread throughout the entire school. So
Tripod is confident much business has gone blame SGA, blame Narin, but at the end of
on and work has been accomplished through- the day, the fact still remains that the students
out the rest of campus since arriving back on at this school would rather post anonymous
campus — we've covered it in 68 pages over comments on the Daily Jolt than take the inithe past three issues (including this one). It is tiative to put SGA in its place and attempt to
in the best interest of the SGA to quickly get something done. The student body is uneresume normal operations; the rest of the ducated because of the lackadaisical attitude
College has. SGA has a responsibility and an circulating through their governing body, but
obligation to educate the students on this this case will only be resolved once students
campus about recent issues and offer them themselves decide to find out what is going
ways of getting involved, Not holding a sin- on.
gle mass meeting for the past month shows
Editorials represent the view of The Trinity Tripod's
that there is an apathy disease rapidly issuing
throughout the organization which is sup- executive board. The executive board consists of the
Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor.
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moderated and civil debate. Since I
don't know his availability, I leave it
up to Mr. Fisher, if he accepts my
invitation, to tell me a time and a
place that fits his schedule. I look
To the Editor:
After Jordan Fisher mentioned forward to an opportunity present
me as someone who "incessantly my case and converse about it with
proclaims" that the new library poli- the students of Trinity College.
cies are racist in his letter to the ediBEN SCHACT
tor "Good Fences Make Good
CLASS OF 2008
Neighbors," several people asked me
whether 1 would be writing a
response. For a little while I was sure
that such a specious and offensive
argument needed none, but after To the Editor:
some consideration I decided that
There is something seriously
because, among other things, a bla- wrong with the National Security
tant misunderstanding of a Robert Agency's chokehold on the privacy
Frost poem should not stand, I would
of the citizens of the United States. A
write one.
principal reason for our war against
Saddam was his domestic network
Mr. Fisher borrows, as he terms
of spies. Now that the United States
it, a "famous aphorism" from Frost's
is in Iraq, it is trying to recreate the
"Mending Wall." Anyone who takes
a little time reading the poem will same mistakes. Is that alarming- to
quickly discover that Jordan's inter- anyone else?
pretation of the poem is, well, abuFight terror we must, and fight
sive to literature in general.
terror we shall, but what is worse —
the threat of terror from abroad, or
But poetry aside, I want to spend
a little time discussing Mr. Fisher's the reality of being terrorized by our
own republic under the pretense of
argument that we need higher fences
around Trinity's campus. If, like Mr. national security? With the new laws
coming into effect, we the citizenry
Fisher, you believe that poverty is a
of this great republic are to be
choice, then his logic might appeal to
you. However, for the rest of us liv- breached in the solidarity of our own
family values by • the government.
ing on Planet Earth, his plea for
This administration seeks to impinge
stronger borders is senseless.
our privacy by calling into question
To begin, Mr. Fisher's argument
our integrity as individuals. By nosthat Trinity College, as a private
ing its way into the information of
institution, has every right to keep
our livelihoods, the government is
"intruders" out is absolutely correct.
depriving us of the sacred freedom
But that's not really the question we
ought to be asking. We should really implied within our right to liberty.
be asking ourselves, despite our
The war on terrorism must conrights as a private college, what kind
sist, not of spies, but of citizens. The
of college do we want to attend? Do individual's right to rule his own
we want to play a positive role in the house in obedience to the governcommunity, welcoming visitors, and
ment's administration is inalienable,
exposing students to Real Life in the and the government must not be in
Real World? Or would we prefer to our own backyards! I neither need
live in a gated community, insulating nor respect the sad insecurities that
ourselves to reality and other people
make this democratic republic call
who might not enjoy the same privi- into question those citizens thai have
leges that we do"? Do we want to
empowered it. If the government
continue to be recognized as an
goes lo war, so docs the cilizenry. It
urban college thai does, its ulmosl lo
is lor (he better to let that citizenry
interact with its surroundings? Or do direct itself towards one single path
we want to lose that recognition, hid- to victory rather than let it be dividing behind the fences that we have
ed and conquered by the
erected?
Frankenstein's Monster that it has
Moreover, is Mr. Fisher seriously
created. We are better than the terrorarguing that we ought not let any ists, and that is why this is a war that
non-Trinity students on campus? we shall win, unless we lose ourPerhaps their guests and other guests selves in die match and become
of the college can come in? If this is worse than the enemy.
what Mr. Fisher envisions, I hope he
A government that spies on its
recognizes its infeasibility. Can you
own people? Like Papa Doc
imagine what it would take to insure Duvalier or like the Shah of Iran, our
that only students and others recoggovernment's failure to leave freenized by the college are allowed on
dom to its people will restrict the
campus? Furthermore, what would
bonds of humanity, and nail liberty
the consequences be for leaving camto the cross of mortal terror, leading
pus? No student, I think, would like
to revolutionary ferment from withthe hassle of checking in and check- in. The trends of history show that a
ing out every time he or she wants to government too paranoid of its own
go elsewhere. If .Mr. Fisher is not people does not last for very long,
about to restrict Trinity's campus to
and is usually overthrown by its own
only students and a few others, how, people. The restriction of rights will
I ask, would we decide who comes in not ameliorate the problems of terand who does not?
ror; in fact it will make them worse.
Then, of course, • there is. Mr.
The number of terrorists within
Fisher's concluding paragraph, eerily
the United States will grow or shrink
reminiscent of a speech Strom
depending on how well our country
Thurmond might have given in 1948,
can provide for and protect our citiin which he seems to argue feat stuzens, and the number of terrorists
dents who feel uncomfortable with
abroad will grow or shrink dependhigher fences are inviting members
ing on how well we can maintain
of the Hartford community to sleep
satisfactory diplomatic relations.
in their beds. Does he seriously
Spying is not the answer; rather it is
believe that this is what we want,
a shroud to cloak the true cracks in
and, if no fences are built, this is
America's foundation. Healthcare is
what we'll get? And what do we
the answer: by providing for our citmake of this and his comparison
izens they will not turn against us. A
between Trinity's campus and the
more ingenuous foreign policy is the
U.S.-Mexico border? Mr. Fisher
answer: by treating foreign governreminds us of "all the.problems" illements with respect they will apprecigal immigrants (who, I might add,
ate our civilization more. Better pubare integral to the U.S. economy)
lic schooling is the answer: a more
have caused this country. I am not intelligent civilian begets a more
sure how to understand this bit of Mr.
intelligent government. Alternative
Fisher's letter, but even a generous
fuel is the' answer: to not rely too
interpretation does not bode well for
heavily on the Middle Eastern oil is
his feelings on race relations and
to not be tied up in the whims of
poverty in this country.
their politics.
I know that this is a very imporLet's not take the easy way out,
tant issue for Mr. Fisher, orie that he
because spying simply won't work.
talks about incessantly. I feel differ- Nelson Mandela was right when he
ently than he does, and I have also
said that there is a long walk to freebeen vocal about my views. This is
dom, but we must take it responsibly
an issue that affects every student,
to secure our privilege as Americans.
and I would like to invite Mr. Fisher
ALEXANDER ROSS
to publicly discuss it with me in a
CLASS OF 2006

A Rebuke to
Jordan Fisher
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SGA Elections Over After Delay Upass Connects
Community
By ALEXANDRA KLESTADT
NEWS WRITER

The
Student
Government
Association held mid-year elections
last week from Friday to Sunday.
The available positions were senators, Budget Committee representatives, and Vice President of the
Multicultural Affairs Committee.
The SGA claims.that the openings
are mostly due to students participating in study abroad programs.
"We neither regulate, nor strongly discourage [studying abroad], as
both SGA and the study abroad programs can be important in an individual's time at Trinity," said
William Servos '06 Executive Vice
President of SGA.
It is also apparent that some students, after joining the SGA, realize
that the position may overwhelm
their academic responsibilities or
social activities and choose to resign
from their positions. "We are no less
normal college students than anyone
else, we just volunteer a substantial
amount of time to facilitating all the
student events on campus," Servos
commented.
It was expected that students
who did not win a position in the
previous semester, students who
want to get more involved, and students who have just returned from
abroad would be the candidates for
this election. Those who ran for
places on the Budget Committee and
for senator-at-large were Elizabeth
Frazier '08, Yang Liu '08, and Liliana
Madrid '08. Frazier and Lui won
their elections. Kejli Lane, '09 ran
and won a place as freshman senator.
Cory Edmonds '08 and Anthony
Riley '08 ran for Vice President of
the Multicultural Affairs Committee.
Riley, who has served on the Budget
Committee of the SGA for 18
months, won. Within his new position Riley intends to "Collaborate
with the Greeks, increase recognition of MAC, represent conversation
on multiculturalism, and unify the
multicultural organizations on campus."

One of the bigger issues surrounding the election is the resignation of the Vice President of the
Multicultural Affairs Committee,
Carmen Green '06. "Carmen has
been in the SGA since his freshman
year, however in regards to his resignation I would rather not comment
because I am still unsure myself why
he left his position, [which is] vital
to the multicultural organizations
that are part of this committee," said
SGA President Narin Prum '06.
Green was unavailable for comment,
though other members of the organization speak quite highly of his
work in the position. "Carmen was
one of the best people I could think
of to fill that position and it will hurt
us to be without him," said Servos.
The SGA's primary role on campus is to represent the student body
in matters related to student sendees
on campus. It has approximately 45
members who are involved in the
Senate, Budget Committee, and the
Multicultural Affairs Committee.
This year the SGA has worked to
extend the library hours, compose
the Vernon Street Resolution in
response to the negative behavior
that occurred at the beginning of last
semester, address the ongoing interactions with Chartwells and other
campus resources, and recognize
new student organizations for funding. Other goals include better communication with and involvement of
the student body, handling meetings
more efficiently, and increasing
fundraising efforts.
"The SGA has faced many challenges this year, many of which have
corne from within the SGA itself.
Though our accomplishments this
year have been overshadowed by
controversy, there is much for which
we should be proud," said Chairman
of the Elections, Recruitment, and
Communications Committee Shon
Urbas '06 and Chairman of Student
Life Andrew Aydin '06 in a joint
statement released to the Tripod.
"We have brought Voices Organized
In Democracy and the Inter-Greek
Council into a single room in which

they have discussed their opinions
and views in a civilized manner. We
have lengthened library hours and
will continue to work for further
improvements. We have created
bylaws for the committees, establishing for the first time a fluid document that provides a process for
addressing any issue."
Three years ago, the SGA abolished a parliamentary system. T.J.
Barber, advisor to the SGA since
June 2001, commented, "Every
school has differences from other
schools, I would like to get a more
legislative structure but it's not the
TJGA it's the SGA. I think that the
current structure allows the SGA to
be involved across campus."
When asked if the reason that the
SGA has yet to hold a meeting this
semester was because it could not
reach quorum, Prum denied that was
the case in an email last week. "That
is not true, our first meeting is right
after the mid year elections, that's
how it's always been," he said. "We
gave students a week to get settled,
then we gave a week to have them
get their signatures for running, and
then the elections, and then we meet.
It's a long process, but that's how it's
always been done."
The first SGA meeting of 2006
was scheduled for Feb. 13, however,
in an email sent to SGA members
late Monday afternoon, Prum said
that the meeting was canceled due to
a "lack of quorum."
Many questions were raised
when voting did not begin as
planned at midnight on Monday Feb.
6, which was when elections were
supposed to he held. Students
received an email claiming that there
were constitutional issues that prevented elections from being able to
be held. As a requirement for running for an executive board position
on the SGA, candidates must attend
at least two SGA meetings. Because
Green's resignation was unexpected,
candidates did not have sufficient
time to attend the required number
see SGA on page 4

By ADRIENNE GAFFNEY
NEWS EDITOR
Since the fall of 1999, Trinity
College has participated in the
Upass system, which allows students to use the Connecticut bus
system at no cost. Through a cooperative effort between CT Transit
and Trinity, students are given a
card each semester that they can
use on buses to travel around the
Hartford area.
Ridership grew steadily in the
first few years of the program,
peaking in 2002-2003 when there
were 21,041 rides. The past few
years have seen the number of
rides hovering around 15,000. The
2005-2006 year has been positive
so far. There have been 8,811 rides.
This year has had the most active
September and January since the
start of the program and the second
most active December.
The idea for Upass was developed by Director of Community
Service and Civic Engagement Joe
Barber. At the time, there had been
much discussion about transportation issues for students. One suggestion had been for Trinity to purchase a private bus that would be
used for students. This option was
unappealing to Barber. "A Trinity
bus would have been extremely
expensive and isolating from the
community,"
he
explained.
Instead, Barber contacted the CT
Transit system to see if they would
be willing to discuss options 'for
student transport. He was pleasantly surprised by their interest.
Barber began integrating students into the Hartford bus system
by raising awareness and putting
bus routes in Mather, as well- as
selling discounted bus passes in
the campus bookstore. When he
saw the positive response to that,
Barber approached the CT Transit
with the idea for the Upass. After
getting
approval
from
the

Connecticut
Department
of
Transportation, CT Transit presented Trinity with two payment
options for the Upass program.
"We could [have paid] the CT
Transit a flat fee per student per
'semester, [but] to some this
seemed like a great deal of
money," explained Barber. "The
other option was to get charged per
ride and be billed at the end of the
semester. We chose that option and
were charged 80 cents per ride."
With this system, if students
choose not to use their Upass, the
school does not spend any money
on it.
Barber approached the Student
Government Association to receive
the necessary funding. The SGA
allocated the $12,000 a year that
the Upass ended up costing, and
committed to paying that for the
next five years.
The Upass system aims to
achieve many goals. It is one way
of encouraging students to get
involved in events off campus in
the Hartford community. "In order
to engage the community we
should use what we have and travel as other people do. The bus system is an asset. Hartford's transport
is strong and I would love to see
more people use it," commented
Barber. Many students' exposure to
the city of Hartford is limited to
the Trinity campus. Barber sees the
Upass system as an integral part of
his job as Community Outreach
©tfei^flaator.: «lt's part of our com^
munity outreach mission: to be a
part of the community. How you
travel around a community reflects
how you feel about that community," he said.
For students who do not have
cars on campus, especially firstyears who are not allowed to, the
bus system is their only mode of
transportation. But the Upass is not
see UPASS on page 5

ConnPIRG Tackles Textbook Prices, Homelessness
ByGRIHASINGLA
NEWS WRITER
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ConnPIRG kicked off their
spring semester campaigns this
week, ready to attack hunger and
homelessness, the skyrocketing
price of textbooks, and global
warming. College students, the
group believes, have the time and
ability to help fix society's problems. They can set the precedent for
a better future.
On April 22, ConnPIRG, a 30year-old student-run organization at
Trinity, will join forces with students across the country to combat
hunger and homelessness through
the Annual Hunger Cleanup. Now
in its 21st year, the Cleanup relies
on student volunteers to fix up local
communities, with projects ranging
from painting shelters to planting
gardens. Kate Prendergast '08,
Program Director of the Hunger and
Homelessness campaign, explained
how students are asked to get
pledges from family and friends.
That money, she said, at the end of
the Cleanup, is donated to local
shelters. Last year, 141 students
volunteered their time to the event.
The Hunger and Homelessness

campaign also serves as an advocacy group, which attempts to influence the opinions of local officials.
The plan, Prendergast said, is to get
the attention of Connecticut senators to re-examine existing legislation to help the homeless. Through
letter writing campaigns and a lobbing day at the State House,
ConnPIRG hopes to change proposed legislation that will worsen
housing conditions in Connecticut.
Hartford, a member of the Hunger
and Homelessness committee commented, already has the highest

child poverty rate for a capital city
in the country. "Things need to
change for the better," he said.
To fund these programs,
ConnPIRG is looking to the
Feinstein Foundation, which focuses on the importance of community
service in education and helping the
hungry. For the past nine years, philanthropist Alan Feinstein has
divided $1 million among hungerfighting agencies across the country. ConnPIRG hopes to be one of
those groups this year.
The price of textbooks, an issue

Sam Lin

Campus Coordinator Louise Bhavnani at ConnPIRG meeting Thursday.

close to the hearts of many college
students, is one of ConnPIRG's
newest campaigns. Each year,
undergraduates spend an average of
$900 on textbooks. The prices, statistics show, have increased at four
times the rate of inflation after
1994. Justin Sweeney '09 commented, "This is the issue that affects me
the most. Last semester, when I first
came to Trinity, I didn't know about
textbook prices and was forced to
get everything when I got here.
Now, I buy my books online." He
continued, "People have to lower
the prices of textbooks because,
right now, there's no point of getting
them at school." Sweeney's view is
one shared by many Trinity students.
On Feb. 21, ConnPIRG will
attend a hearing at the Connecticut
State House concerning education.
There they hope to show how
important these textbook prices are
and will present as many student
signatures as possible, showing
support from Trinity and six other
schools in the area. This issue, however, is extremely controversial and
has many powerful companies supporting an opposing view. A developmental editor for McGraw Hill

textbooks believes that the cost is
necessary and is in the best interest
of the student. "Much of the high
price of textbooks comes from the
high cost of class-testing them,
developing new supplementals, and
keeping current with the latest
information in each field," he said.
"This means a much higher quality
textbook than students ever had in
the past, which translates into a better education overall."
ConnPIRG's final campaign this
semester concerns an issue that
affects all of society. Scientists
have said that global warming leads
to extreme weather conditions,
tropical diseases, and may have
even contributed to the destruction
in the Gulf Coast region from
Hurricane Katrina.
ConnPIRG
wants to set an example at Trinity,
by instituting the Campus Climate
Challenge, which aims to eventually reduce the school's global warming pollution to zero. To do this, the
College will need to use electricity
generated by renewable resources,
use energy efficient buildings and
appliances, and use alternative
forms of transportation. To enact
see CONNPIRG on page 4
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AAC Takes On Academic Dishonesty ConnPIRG
Starts
Strong
students could be caught plagiarizing because they haven't been
increases the number of cases we taught the difference between stealing other people's words and parahear."
The student Integrity Contract, phrasing. "Some students I work
which every first-year student signs with," she notes, "are shocked to
during their first week at the learn that you can't just take a pasCollege, declares that students sage, pull some words out, put syn"Must assume responsibility for onyms back in, and call it their
upholding our standards of academ- work."
ic integrity and social conduct." It
Butos also recognizes that not
specifically addresses these princi- enough students know how to propples in its first article: "Intellectual erly cite their sources. "I think a lot
honesty is doing our own work, and of professors think students are
fully crediting the work of others if going to learn proper citation
we use their ideas in our own through osmosis, but citation is
work."
something that should be taught
"I think the faculty is more and exercised."
Many of the students caught
aware of the role they play in the
Integrity Contract," says Reuman. plagiarizing felt they could get
While Reuman and Evelein were away with inserting stolen passages
quick to draw the connection from the internet into their own
between increased awareness of work. But those on the committee
faculty, especially as a result of the agree that students underestimate
continued from page I

"Havina a student group like th
Honor Vouncil reallu elevates int
lectual engagement at the College.
—Ann Reuman, Associate Dean oj
Students
Integrity Contract, some professors how much time and scrutiny proare skeptical. "In conversations fessors put into grading papers and
with faculty 1 don't feel like people assignments. "It's very easy for proare more aware of [cheating and fessors to catch someone," says
plagiarism] because of the integrity Butos. "I've googled phrases from
contract. It could be, but I haven't my students' papers in the past and
gotten that sense at all," says found where they came from. Some
Professor of Economics Frank students hand in papers that they
Egan. Egan goes on, "What I try to bought online, which are usually
do is minimize the temptation to terrible and use sources that are 10
cheat or plagiarize in the way I set years old."
up my assignments."
"From the professors' perspecProfessor of Art History Kristin tive, it's as if the student thinks
Triff says even with the best inten- they're stupid," says Professor of
tions, sometimes it is just too hard Mathematics and AAC member
to know exactly how students are David Cruz-Uribe. "It just amazes
conducting themselves. "Of course me, the amount of time and effort
I've had tests from two students sit- some students put into cheating,"
ting next to each other that were he says. "They could have chanjust remarkably similar," Triff says neled that energy without breaking
in a doubtful tone. "But I've never the rules and at least gotten a passaccused someone of cheating, it's ing grade." Cniz-Uribe says he's
now in the habit of having a male
always hard to know."
English and seminar professors and female student check each of
are becoming more aware of their the bathrooms before tests, because
students' problems with plagiarism, he and colleagues have found
according to Butos, who conducts answer sheets taped to stalls.
The math department does not
workshops in the Writing Center on
citing sources and preventing pla- have to deal with students copying
giarism off the internet. But, she 20th century literature analysis off
says, it hasn't always been that way. of Sparknotes, but the growing
"It's hard sometimes to get people number of sites that offer homein the door. Zero people signed up work solutions for a fee does pose a
for my workshop in the fall," she problem. A professor teaching one
says, "but I had 20 at the last one. It of the calculus sections recently
helps when professors are engaged discovered that the solutions to
and encourage students to come. I every exercise in her textbook
know one gave students extra cred- could be found online. Cruz-Uribe
it to write a report about what they says another professor handing out
sets of integral problems found a
learned here."
Butos has been on the AAC for site that would solve 1,000 integrals
15 years, and helped draft the for a set fee. "In a math course,
integrity contract. She says a lot of homework can be anywhere from

20-60 percent of a student's grade,
so when students are just copying
solutions off the net that can be a
huge issue," he says.
As a member of the AAC, and
its chair during the 2001-2002
school year, Cruz-Uribe says one of
the group's problems is getting faculty to report cases. He says many
feel more comfortable dealing with
situations in house, or do not want
to go through the process of the
hearing. "What amazes me," he
notes, "are the depths of some students' denial when they are caught.
Students will distort the situation
with their parents, who will then
call faculty or call the Dean, furious. We'll try to explain the situation to them, but it isn't a fun time
for anyone."
Reuman, on the other hand,
says the level of respect and
responsibility many of these students have shown before the AAC
and Honor Council panel has
impressed her. Correspondingly,
she feels that the members of the
Honor Council have been very professional and thorough when hearing cases. "They're very attentive,
and the quality of questions they
ask before deliberation has been
very good. I feel like the decisions
they've made this year have been
sensitive to the context of the
infraction."
"The fact that the honor council
is a—
student driven process is very

imposing stiff penalties for what
students see as small infractions.
Butos responds by commenting
that, "If students break rules they're
going to face real consequences,"
but that, "[the AAC] isn't about
catching people, it's about ensuring
an ethical community, and it is their
responsibility and the faculty's
responsibility to ensure a level
playing field for all students."
Students the Tripod talked with
admitted to seeing cheating and
plagiarism all around them. "People
write papers for other people," says
Laura Nelson '09, "and I see people
writing things on their hands to take
into tests all the time."
Jon Rosen '09 comments that,
"I've seen people take review sheets
into tests quite a few times. In one
of my classes the teacher found a
kid's review sheet during the test."
JT McClain '08 takes a slightly
more analytical approach to the
issue of cheating. "In college it's a
different kind of cheating," he says.
"You're not going to see a lot of
peaking over shoulders and stuff;
it's more about ideas and who they
belong to. Like if I'm taking notes
and you see something on my paper
and write some great paper about it,
is that cheating? It's harder to
define than it was in high school."
Defining that fine line of discipline is what makes the AAC and
Honor Council's job so difficult, but
Evelein says he always keeps in

. The fact iha% the honor qouncil
is a student driven process is very
—David gruz-Urihe, Professor of
Mathematics
important," says Cniz-Uribe. John
Razzano '06, a member of the
Honor Council, agrees, "I feel having students on the Council reminds
the offenders that they have not
only disappointed themselves and
their professors, but also their fellow students."
"Having a student group like
the Honor Council really elevates
intellectual engagement at the
College," says Reuman. CruzUribe agrees that student involvement is key and encourages more
students to consider running for an
Honor Council post.
The members of the AAC are
aware that a disciplinary group
often acquires a negative image
from students. Tom Keller '09
notes, "I feel like cheating is a rare
occurrence at Trinity. I think adults
see one person cheating and they
blow it way out of proportion.
Students are for the most part honest and trustworthy." Many students
agreed with Keller that the school
"blows things out of proportion" by

mind that, "Holding students
accountable is an integral part of
the academic project ~ it's necessary to the very integrity of the
school. If you start messing around
with the core values of the school,
you're going to face consequences."

continued from page 3
these methods, Trinity's Campus
Climate Challenge has split into
two sections, one concentrating on
educating students and the other on
working with the administration.
Last semester, the Campus
Climate Challenge experienced
success in both aspects. Mini windmills were handed out to students
along with information about the
pros of using alternative forms of
energy. A representative from
Toyota came to speak about transportation and ways to reduce pollution. Trinity now has a hybrid car
on campus. This spring, ConnPIRG
is planning to hold a solar cookout
for students and present a video
series on global warming at
Cinestudio. When asked about the
effectiveness of the Campus
Climate Challenge, member Susan
Juggernauth '09 said, "Global
warming is a big problem to try and
conquer. However, what ConnPIRG
does in both policy and education
will, hopefully, urge the rest of the
campus to help. We, as a college,
hold so much power, and with
ConnPIRG we can harness it to
come together and bring change."
ConnPIRG,
which
meets
Monday evenings in the FACES
Lounge in the basement of Mather,
is working to raise student awareness on their issues and other problems faced by the community. After
learning of ConnPIRG. and, their
activities, Eli Roxby '09 stated, "We
need to be more aware. By knowing
about the problems that society
faces, we, as students, could help a
lot more."

Campus Safety Report

The following events took place At 6:33 p.m., Campus Safety
between Feb. 6 and Feb. 13 on responded to an activated smoke
campus:
alarm on the second floor of
Stowe. Smoke had set off the
alarm, which was reset by
FEB. 10:
At 8 p.m., Campus Safety offi- Campus Safety officers.
cers responded to a call from
Vemon Place. Upon arrival,
FEB. 11:
officers found a student lying on At 9:33 p.m., Campus Safety
the second floor of the south officers responded to a fire alarm
stairwell. TCERT was immedi- at Anadama, A smoke detector
ately dispatched. It was deter- on the third floor had been actimined through the investigation vated. Upon arrival, Campus
that the student was going down Safety found food burning on a
the stairs fast and had tripped stove. It was determined that
and fallen. The student sus- smoke had set off the alarm.
tained lacerations to the left side There were no injuries. Alarm
of the head. The individual stat- was reset.
ed to TCERT that he had been
drinking wine at Hamlin Hall
FEB. 12:
before the incident. An ambu- At 2:30 p.m., a student reported
lance arrived and the individual that he had been assaulted on
continued from page 3
number of voters this year as last the highest it's been in decades."
was transported to the emer- Vernon Street sometime between
winter's elections."
Urbas and Aydin. agree, saying,
room at Hartford 1 a.m. and 2 a.m. on the morning
of meetings.
"The elections were postponed "Participation and voter turnout is at gency
Hospital.
"The initial delay
(until for several reasons,"" said Urbas and an all time high."
of the 12th. Student stated that
Wednesday) was a result of some Aydin. "Due to a constitutional overhe had left a party and was in the
"Meetings are called by the
constitutional issues that were raised sight that was pointed out by Shon as SGA president. We feel that we have
driveway between Ogilby and
FEB. 11:
based on the candidate pool for VP early as possible, none of the candi- performed to the best of our abilities At 7:44 a.m., Campus Safety AD. He reported that between
of MAC. After that, there were sev- dates fulfilled the requirements of in order to fulfill our duties and repofficers were dispatched to seven and eight local youths
eral issues that arose at different eligibility and a meeting had to be resent the students," commented Hamlin Hall where they had confronted him and immediately
points throughout (and prior to) the held in order to hear their petitions. Urbas and Aydin. "Anyone, who
received a report that a person began assaulting him without
elections that caused me to delay Furthermore, technical issues result- feels that the SGA is not fulfilling was down. The officers arrived provocation. He could not
releasing them and then delay clos- ing from the movement of servers their obligation to the students, is
with Hartford Fire Department describe the assailants, except
ing them until there was a lengthy after last fall's elections were not welcome at our meetings to express
and ambulance personnel. Upon that they could have been
enough period to assure the students corrected nor communicated to SGA their opinions or to fill any possible
arrival, officers discovered a Hispanic or black and one sushad a chance to vote," said Barber. prior to the scheduled start of the vacant positions."
man on the ground. The individ- pect was about 5'8". The student
"Once I was sure that the technical recent election."
ual stated that he had been received bruises under the eye.
SGA had rescheduled last
difficulties were through, I kept the
injuries
sustained.
Recently, the SGA has devel- night's meeting for today at 4 p.m., drinking before the incident and Minor
elections open until noon [on oped online voting. According to however, an email sent out by Prurn
had slipped and fallen while Student declined medical attenSunday]. No drama, no conspiracy, Prum, "SGA participation has at 9:26 p.m. Monday night said that walking in the area. He was tion. The Hartford
Police
simply technical difficulties on the increased dramatically. Last year's meeting would be cancelled as well,
Department was called and at
taken to Hartford Hospital.
administrative side. I'm happy to elections for the presidency had a because "too many people couldn't
this time the incident is under
report that we had a comparable voter turnout of 51 percent, which is make it."
investigation by Campus Safety.
FEB. 11:

SGA Elects, No Meetings Yet
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:2 Challenge Gives Budget Hope UPass Rider ship
Steady Over Years
continued from page 1

Challenge will contribute to the
College's operating budget. The
operating budget supports scholarships, academic programs, student
activities, and both intramural and
varsity sports. "This will insure stu-

explained that "if 75 percent of the eagerness at the generosity of the 28
senior class contributes donations, challengers to match new or
then Bill Reynolds will match the increased donations, they differ on
contribution dollar-for-dollar." He the administration's ability to conwent on to explain that 180 seniors vince former alumni to donate. "I
have already contributed, and the feel that the administration will have
goal is to have the participation of a hard time convincing alumni, espe400 seniors.
cially if they don't offer any real
incentives," stated Jared Goranites
'09. He went on to suggest that the
administration should offer alumni a
reason to participate, noting that parents are already paying so much for
tuition, that it would be difficult for
parents to spare the money. Other
The 1:2 Challenge is a "one year students, however, such as Arland
marketing effort for the Trinity Fund, Kane '09, expressed great enthusidesigned to dramatically enhance asm for the Challenge. "I feel that the
fundraising success and substantially administration can easily reach their
raise the percentage of alumni partic- goal, and with these additional funds
ipation," commented Joyce, who also the College can help out many pronoted that this concept is a new one, grams, making the Trinity experience
and has not been seen in Trinity's delightful," said Kane.
recent history. Funds derived from
It remains clear that there is much
the fundraiser, however, will not con- to gain, and also much to lose with
tribute to Trinity's endowment, the 1:2 Challenge. As Ron Joyce put
which is low among NESCAC it, it is "all or nothing" when it comes
schools. He went on to explain that to the possible $1.25 million bonus.

"I remain to this day stunned by the
generosity so many members of the
Trinity community has shown."
—President Jones

dents have a high quality Trinity
experience," explained Joyce. The
funds generated, however, will not
aid the Jarvis and Seabury reconstruction project, which constitutes
as "capital projects."
Joyce emphasized that alumni and
parents are being approached aggressively. He admits that it is "hard work
to do"; however, he notes that a team
of dedicated individuals have been
contacting alumni. "There are students callers contacting alumni, a
host of faculty talking to alumni, and
a parent network to reach out to the
parents. The Challenge is also publicized on the Trinity website, in a
mailing campaign, and in advertising
publications.
The idea for the Challenge originated in the spring of 2005, during
which President Jones thought that
around 10 "friends of the College" other NESCAC colleges have done
would agree "to advance $100,000 similar campaigns; however, none
each for the Challenge." After have as ambitious a goal as Trinity's.
recruiting the help of 28 alumni and "I suspect other schools have done
current trustees, President Jones said, such a thing, but none of them, to the
"I remain to this day stunned by the best of my knowledge, have ever
generosity in funds and spirit so sought to jump 10 percentage points
many members of the Trinity com- in the [alumni] participation rate in
just a single year," said Joyce.
munity has shown."
There are, however, mixed opinBill Reynolds '71, in addition to
Jpsjs among the students on the
the .1 :Z Cha&<^<%4mM<mmM&m@ki
challenge to the senior class. Joyce Challenge. Though students show

continued from page 3

tive. Edward Wrong '09 sees room
for improvement with the CT tranmeant to be used only by those sit system. "I take the bus occawho do not have cars. Rather, it is sionally to go to the supermarket or
intended to provide an alternative the mall. Honestly though, 1
to the automobile. "There is a big- wouldn't take the bus if I wasn't a
ger reason why I did this. I really freshman," he said. "It is combelieve that as a society we need to pletely unreliable and I have had to
invest in transportation," explained wait for half an hour before."
Barber. "Cars are making people
Barber acknowledges that there
go out farther, increasing traffic, are flaws within the service. "The
causing pollution and necessitating system isn't perfect. It doesn't go
the construction of more roads. everywhere. One problem is that it

"I really believe that as a society we
need to invest in transportation."
—Joe Barber, Dir. of Civic Engagement

There are so many negative aspects
to the car culture. I want people to
have transportation options."
For some students, the Upass
serves as a lifeline and a connection to what lies beyond Trinity's
borders. "I love the bus pass. I've
used it to go to the mall, • the
Salvation Army, CVS and UConn
basketball games," commented
Isabel Gottlieb '09.
But while many students get
much use out of their pass, it seems
that a majority do not. For upperclassmen, many of whom have cars
on campus, the Upass often goes
Reaching the required mark will not unused. Rob Lynch '06 remarked
only contribute to helping Trinity's that "before my friends had cars
programs, it will also help solidify we would use the buses to go to the
Trinity's status among NESCAC mall, but now we just drive." Thea
schools as being in the top five for Gilbert '07 agrees: "I don't use my
alumni
contribution.
If this Upass. I did first semester freshChallenge succeeds, then Trinity can man year to go to the Wadsworth
focus on other issues of concern, Atheneum or to West Farms. Now
including strengthening the endow- that I have a car, though, I don't
ment and funding the capital project need it."
of the Jarvis and Seabury reconstrucEyeti aiDopg freshmen, the
tion.
response is not unilaterally posi-

"I suspect other schools have done such
a thing, but none of them...have ever
sought to jump 10 percentage points in
the [alumni] participation rate in just a
single year."
-Ron Joyce, VPfor College Advancement

doesn't go late enough into the
night. I understand this, but if you
are going to complain you have to
actually make an investment in the
program," he said. "If you want to
change things you need to be
involved."
There have been questions
about whether the money spent on
Upass is worth it, especially considering the financial constraints
that Trinity has been suffering as of
late. It is important to note though
that the Upass is significantly
cheaper than other comparable
transportation options. It costs
much less than shuttles that have
been run in the past by Campus
Safety and also attracts many more
riders. In the fall, Campus Safety
suspended the Internship Shuttle
because of high cost and low rider
ship. Despite its imperfections, the
Upass system is one of the most
feasible transportation systems
financially and for many students,
th£ ,on]y , transportation option
available.
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Student Replies to
Partisan Argument
By ERIC DAUCHER
SENIOR EDITOR
One of the sad truths of modern
American politics is that hyper-partisanism has become the accepted
norm for the discussion of nearly
any important issue. For dramatic
evidence of this you could look to
the recent Alito confirmation hearings, but you will find something
even more striking in last week's
issue of the Tripod. On page seven
of the Feb. 7 issue the Opinions
section ran a pair of articles under
the title "Conflicting Viewpoints on
Domestic Spying in US" which
offered two of the most blatantly
partisan examinations of a very real
— and terribly important — controversy. Ben Schacht '07, a member
of VOID, and Liam McNeill '06, a
member
of
the
College
Republicans, offered 'liberal' and
'conservative' takes on the issue
respectively.
My greatest concern with their
articles is that both sides presented
the issue in a simplistic light, with
little concern for how the rule of

"The characterization of the Bush
administration as
monsters maliciously hent on
destroying our
form of government is sophomoric at best."
law is actually intended to operate.
I worry that traditional "liberal"
and "conservative" stances, both of
which have value and are necessary
parts of societal debate, have
become increasingly conflated with
rejection or support of President
Bush's policies.
I do not mean to attack the
intellectual integrity of either of the
two authors ~ I honestly believe
that both feel quite passionately in
their avowed stances — but it seems
quite evident that both have had
their viewpoints on the issue clouded by personal political agendas,
which led them to characterize the
spying program in misleading, and
occasionally objectively counterfactual, lights.
Schacht claims that the program
is part of a plan aimed at "the suspension of Constitutional rights for
the foreseeable future" that is
"already in the works." While that
is a nice sound-byte to stir up a radical left-wing rally, there really is
not any evidence whatsoever to
back it up. No memo, document, or
recording ever subpoenaed has suggested that the Bush administration
has intentions of suspending the
Constitution of implementing
"martial law."
It seems vastly more probable
that the program is part of a goodfaith effort on the part of the president that, however misguided he
may be, he believes to be both legal
and in the vital interests of our
national security. Unfounded radical rhetoric does a great disservice
to the legitimate question of why he
believes it is acceptable to ignore
the
Foreign
Intelligence
Surveillance Act (FIS A) court. The

U

characterization of the Bush administration as monsters maliciously
bent on destroying our form of government is' sophomoric at best, and
ultimately destructive to the liberal
cause.
But let's not for a moment pretend that bold rhetoric that gleefully misses the facts is phenomenon
limited to the left end of the political spectrum. McNeill claims, "a
decade ago we stood on a shining
mountain, arrogantly untouched by
the domestic military strife that
plagued other nations." This of
course came to a halt with the
events of Sep. 11,2001.
But I imagine you all recall an
event on a less infamous date, April
19, 1995, when the Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma City was
destroyed in an act of domestic terrorism. Likely many of you also
remember Feb. 26, 1993, when
Tower One of the World Trade
Center was damaged and nearly
collapsed in a terrorist attack. Our
"...And I thought it couldn't get any whiter."
national memory of terrorism
should not begin with Sep. 11,
2001.
McNeill is exactly correct in
stating that "the solution is ... to
stop threats before they emerge."
Senators and Representatives from
By KATE GRELLE
the images would evoke a
both parties have agreed that wireresponse. Muhammad is not supOPINIONS WRITER
tapping can be a valuable tool in
posed to be drawn or depicted in
the prevention of further terrorist
When Abraham Lincoln met artwork according to one of the
attacks on U.S. soil.
The Harr|et Beecher Stpwe in 1862, he tenets of Islam. However, that the
Constitutional problem • vrt.th*"f&e" \
publishing of the cartoons would
N.S.A.'s wiretapping does not lie in J little lady who wrote the book that lead to violence and even death is a
the fact that we may be doubtful of started this great war." The book result that is extremely unlikely.
the administrations competence — was Uncle Tom's Cabin.
So, Rose is perhaps deserving
Stowe's book, written largely of exoneration from at least part of
and certainly has nothing to do with
the Iraq war as Schacht suggests —
the blame. That does not mean that
car
but rather in the proper lack of
the press was entirely faultless in
Judicial oversight as outlined in the
this situation. Subsequent-to the
1978
Foreign
Intelligence
initial protests, the cartoons were
Surveillance Act, and amended in
picked up by various European
the 2001 U.S. PATRIOT Act. This
newspapers and reprinted. Now,
should be a question of the rule of
even in the U.S., freedom of
law, not of which presidential canspeech has its limits.
The line
didate you favored in 2004.
qualifying protected versus unproThe value of the law should not
tected speech has moved frequentbe looked at from a partisan standly over the past 200, but in general,
point.
Whether you vote
one judicial consensus can be genRepublican, Democrat, or other- as a criticism of slavery, was obvi- erally inferred. If the speech in
wise, you' should value the voice ously not the only factor that led to question knowingly evokes immiyour elected representatives in the bloodiest war in our history. It nent violence, it is not protected by
Congress give you. The problem did, however, serve as a catalyst, the Constitution.
with the domestic surveillance pro- causing already palpable tension
So, going back to the reprinting
gram is that it completely ignores between the states to escalate even of the cartoons: If the editors knew
that statutes enacted by the further.
that protests had resulted from the
Legislative branch — most noticeNearly 150 years later, the pen first printing, why would they print
ably in the fact that it was conduct- has once again proven itself might- them again? Did they think the
ed entirely without warrant applica- ier than the sword. The recent vio- response would be different this
tions. McNeill argued that this was lent protests across Europe and the time? Perhaps customer service
done because the FISA courts Middle East have been associated might receive a few calls from
"make the necessary detection slow with
the
now
infamous readers demanding subscription
and ill-timed." I take issue with Muhammad cartoons.
cancellations? That the newspathis statement for two reasons.
In September, the Danish pers had the right to. reprint the
First, when time is of the newspaper Jyllands-Posten pub- images is not the question at hand.
essence, it is possible to make a lished cartoons critical of Islam. Given the predicted reaction, why
retroactive application for a FISA One cartoon in particular depicted print them? Using the Bill Clinton
warrant, as long as the application Muhammad with a missile coming defense, "Because I could," rings
is made within three days. This out of the side of his head. hollow in this situation.
fact alone completely undercuts Supposedly, the picture implied
Though the European newspaany assertion that the necessity of that those who practice Islam fol- pers were not faultless, that is not
moving quickly against terrorist low doctrines which advocate to say that the Protesters were justhreats justified the prolonged war- senseless violence. (Quite a sub- tified in their reactions. On the
rantless surveillance of American text for a cartoon!)
contrary, the logic behind their
citizens.
Flemming Rose, editor of the actions is almost as elusive as that
Second, even if the president Danish newspaper, was asked in a of the editors who reprinted the
felt that the FISA act was too recent interview if he regretted cartoons. The chief bone of conrestrictive, he had a responsibility publishing
the
drawings. tention offered has been that the
to approach Congress to further According to the New York Times, cartoons depict Muslims as violent
amend the statue rather than taking Rose claimed that "the question extremists. Resorting to violence
the law into his own hands. One was the equivalent of asking a rape does not seem to be the most pruhas to question why he fought so victim if she regretted wearing a dent means of refutation.
hard to extend the Patriot Act short skirt." An interesting analoIn order to gain any sort of
gy. True, Rose was not entirely understanding as to the actions on
ignorant of the fact that publishing both sides in this confrontation, it's
see PARTISAN on page 7

Danish Cartoon Causes a Stir

"The European
newspapers were
not faultless, that
is not to say that
the Protesters
were justified in
their reactions."

vital to look at the controversy in a
larger context.
In a recent BBC article, Claire
Spencer, a member of London's
Chatham
House
think-tank
explained:
"The cartoons issue has reinforced the idea that the West wants
to dominate, that there is no
respect for Muslims, that in the
West they will always be secondclass citizens and that there are
double standards for upholding
human rights. For the radical
fringe, it's another proof of Osama
bin Laden's speeches in which he
says he is defending Islamic values
against onslaughts from the outside, justifying jihad in terms of
self-defense, not as an attack on
the West."
In other words, the Protesters
are tired of being offered democracy from one hand while being

"Protesters are
tired of being
offered democracy from one hand
while being
slapped in the
face with the
other."
slapped in the face with the other.
Perhaps it's time for some accountability on our part.
President Bush, in leading our
allies into Iraq and Afghanistan,
has vowed numerous times to
bring freedom and democracy to
the Middle East. Yet, it is understandable that the image of democracy that is being conveyed has
been tainted by the actions both
here and abroad. Abu Ghraib and
secret CIA prisons over there, wire
tapping and Guantanamo over here
... if we hope to make democracy
appealing rather than repulsive,
perhaps we should start modeling
it in a manner that is worthy of
admiration. Until then, odds are
that the "clash of civilizations"
will continue.
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President Jones
Answers
Students'
Questions

More Focus Needed on Darfiir

themselves Muslim. The Sudanese after all. Evidently, since our govgovernment not only supports the ernment has no effective policy in
Janjaweed but participates in place, it patched over its failure to
I am not sure how to begin this bombings of civilians, looting cat- act by changing the name of the
Why is alumni giving so low at
article. I have opened with the his- tle and crops, abductions of women conflict.
Trinity?
So where do we, as college stutory of the conflict and civil war in and children, extrajudicial execuSudan that has been going on for tions and the destruction of entire dents, find ourselves in this issue
Our historic alumni giving data over 20 years. That seemed too villages.
that governments and the U.N. canwould prove that while our per- indirect. I tried again, but what
The human rights violations in not seem to move on? Hopefully a
centages are not what one might appeared was more like a television
Darfur have hideous similarities to little outraged. Unfortunately many
wish, they are still indicative of a commercial that you would probathe genocide a decade ago in of the students with whom I have
great deal of interest in the school bly ignore: "Every day, while you
Rwanda, which President Clinton spoken with on this campus have
on the part of our alumni through- go about your lives, about 500 peorefused to involve our government little to no idea that this genocide is
out the country. Under the leader- ple in the Darfur region of Sudan
in. Villages are stormed, men mur- ongoing or that it is even happenship of Vice President for College lose theirs." So, I don't know how
ing. This is not entirely our fault.
Advancement Ron Joyce, we are to begin, or where, but I do know
The western press has almost commaking considerable strides on that I have to start. I have to speak
pletely shied away from reporting
increasing the amounts of annual out
on it. The first time that I heard
gifts to the College. Let me give
/
anything about the crisis was when
The history of the war in Sudan
a few pertinent examples to supCondoleezza Rice visited the area
is long and horrifying. It literally
port this fact.
last July. We heard mostly about
makes you sick to think about it. If
First, as noted in previous articles and in reports to the faculty and you look at the whole thing at once,
one of her guards being attacked,
staff, this year we are experiencing remarkable increases in the dol- it is too overwhelming, too disasand about how many wonderful
lars given the College by alumni, parents, and friends. This is criti- trous: its sheer scale risks eliciting
things she had done, speaking to
cally important to the College as a whole because Trinity could never passivity and resignation. And,
women who had been raped, visitactually charge the amount required to support one student's annual after all, this is an internal conflict
ing with refugees, and so on.
education and fees; it costs the College approximately $15,000 more in a distant country. Why should we
American action was limited to
per year than the total of the tuition and fees charged to those who step in? But the conflict in the
admiring a tiny American reaction.
receive no financial aid. This money comes directly from previous Darfur region has taken on a new dered with rifles and machetes,
What do we do? The issues are
and present gifts and from the endowment. This school year alone, dimension; it has shifted from inter- women and children are raped, kid- so huge, the situation so outraour Parents' Fund is already over our goal, we have raised more than nal conflict to, more precisely, napped and murdered. Rape is used geous: government indifference
$1 million over comparable figures for last year, and the trustees of genocide. And the outsiders do not as a murder weapon as well, and ineptitude so deep, what can we
the College may well end the fiscal year by setting an historic record intervene, the armed insiders will spreading HIV and AIDS. Those possibly change? It is so tempting
for their own contributions to the Trinity College Fund (our annual succeed in demolishing an ethnic who do survive are left with little to just walk away, shrug our shoulfund). Everywhere in the country I travel on behalf of Trinity, I find minority in their midst.
choice but to flee to refugee camps ders and not think about it. But how
repeatedly the devotion, gratitude, and yes, love for this venerable
Soon after Sudan gained inde- that have no room, food or aid to many times have you turned off the
old school of ours.
Many
humanitarian news and gone back to what you
pendence from England and Egypt provide.
Second, each and every alumna or alumnus, and each and every in 1955, the North and the South groups in Darfur have had to leave were doing, ignoring the calls of
member of the senior class, can do something important for Trinity: began a conflict that has become because the escalating violence people suffering? What might happarticipate. This past Friday afternoon, we had a senior class gath- the longest running civil war ever threatens their workers, leaving it pen if all of us stopped if we, as a
ering in Hamlin Hall, organized by the Senior Class Gift Committee. recorded. The country is divided up to the Sudanese government and campus and community, decided
The purpose of the gathering was simple: to make certain that each along racial and religious lines: the the United Nations to help. You can not to look away? Would that make
senior understands that she or he can alter the College's rankings Arab/Muslim North and the guess how much aid the refugees a difference?
nationally by participating in the Senior Class Gift Program. The Christian and Animist/African are receiving from them.
Some of us hope it will. A small
problematic but hugely influential U.S. News and World Report rank- South. Since 1983, about four milIn July, the U.S. House of group of students, including
ing gives a healthy voice to alumni participation in annual giving lion people have been displaced Representatives declared the con- myself, are working on this issue.
programs. The amounts one gives do not factor into the equation at and over two million have died in flict in Darfur genocide, and called Community actions taken by stuall; what counts is the percentage of living alumni who contribute on the conflict,
on our president Jx> move on the dents at Harvard and Amherst proan annual basis to their scbobl. This year, trustee Bill Reynolds 7J,
The Darfiir region in western issue by pushing tEe'UN to fake videcfus with ideas. We have plans
will match every dollar contributed by the seniors if their participa- Sudan is about the size of Texas. action. Since September, our gov- for divestment, for fundraising, and
tion rate is 75 percent or higher, and he has declared that he will The conflict there rages between ernment has repeated the rhetoric for education campaigns to get peomatch every dollar contributed by 85 percent of the senior class by the government backed militia, the of regret about genocide but has ple involved and motivated. I
$1.50 if the class can make this high percentage (which would be the Janjaweed, and the local farming taken no action. Two weeks ago, believe that we can all come togethhighest in Trinity history) a reality.
villagers. The Janjaweed target President Bush declared that the er on this. Genocide is not a politiThird, we simply have to do a better job of making the importance African tribes in the area who are crisis is not, in fact, a genocide cal issue. It's a human one.
of alumni giving known. I have started, as our students know, making references to the importance of giving back in each fall's convocation address. One of our sister institutions, as noted before, actually puts on the bills sent to students and their parents an acknowlcontinued from page 6
veillance without appropriate legal to see through rhetorical screens
edgement that present and past gifts to the school pay the difference
authority."
and come to grips with the underlybetween the charges of tuition and fees and the actual costs of eduEven
Sen.
John
McCain,
who
is
ing legal issues.
(which
for
those
unfamiliar
with
its
cation, housing, and feeding one student per year: an ingenious
The debate over domestic wiremethod of making certain that all the students and their parents know actual language operates chiefly by typically characterized as a hawk,
amending portions of the 1978 has expressed his belief that the tapping should not be about
the facts of the financing of higher education.
Liberal arts colleges of eminence, such as Trinity, are in my opin- FISA law) if he believed that president acted outside his legal Republicans versus Democrats. If
ion the crown jewels of American higher education. They are vitally Congress's authorization to use authority. If even the famously you are in favor of extending the
important to the present and the future since so many leaders in all force to combat terrorism superced- divided Senate is coming together Patriot Act, it should anger you that
walks of life come from Trinity and her few peers. And Trinity needs ed all domestic statutory restric- in calling for an investigation of the your hard fought for legislation is
wiretapping program, why is it that being ignored. If you are a
all the support each of us can muster so that it will continue in the tions.
the population at large remains Republican, it is probably a good
Yet
that
is
exactly
the
claim
that
future in the strongest possible position. And each of us can do his or
divided largely along political idea to remember that your party is
the
President
and
Attorney-General
her part, no matter how great or how small, to that critically imporabout more than the president: it is
Alberto Gonzales have been maktant end.
about values. Among the core valing since the scandal broke. Yet
ues of the Republican Party is the
Congress, which quite obviously
Please send any questions for President Jimmy Jones to
belief in the virtues of personal
was responsible for passing the
tripod@trincoll.edu
freedom and limited government.
authorization to use force, vehemently disagrees. I could give you
True Republicans should be
a huge litany of quotes from obnoxoutraged that a president bearing
iously partisan Democrats such
the Party's name is so egregiously
Sen. Kennedy, but the real proof
straying from its core platform.
that the President has made a grave
This should be an issue that every
Corps members work for two years as full-time, pai
error lies in the fact that
citizen — conservative and liberal
and rural schools.
Congressional Republicans are peralike ~ should be able to unite on.
haps just as troubled by his actions. lines?
This is not an issue on which we
Expanding the market and cultivating new customers is one of theTnost
Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham
The plainspoken genius of the have. to choose between national
important jobs at Lutron. Within these positions, you will be leading that
of South Carolina observed that the president's message to the people is security and civil liberties; We all
effort for one or mu Kiple Lutron products.
FISA act, "created a court set up by likely the main reason. When the value our Fourth Amendment pro,the chief justice of the United President proclaims, "If people in tections, we all value the fact that
St, Paul Travelers-a leading insurance company located in Hartford-is
States to allow a rapid response to the U.S. are talking to Al'Qaeda, our elected officials get to express
hiring a pricing analyst, a product analyst, as well as offering a
requests for surveillance activity in we want to know about it," he gets our will in Congress, and we all
product/pricing analyst internship. Deadline: Feb. 19.
the war on terror. I don't know of heads nodding all over the country. value the system of checks and balSt Paul Travelers is also hiring a Asst. Account Executive for their
any legal basis to go around that." It is a simple message that any rea- ances provided for by the
Environmental Claims department. This is a wonderful opportunity for
Republican Senators Chuck Hagel sonable American is going to agree Constitution of the United States.
$tudents who possess excellent communication skills and a GPA of
and Olympia Snow joined with with. Of course we want to know if It is time that we proclaim that our
3.0 or better. Deadline: March 1.
,
„
.«„„ ..„„,
tt
three of their Democratic col- people are talking to Al'Qaeda — common values citizens of the
FOR MORE INFO ON THESE 'nn&: http.^rincoll.erecruiting.com
leagues in drafting a letter to but in accepting that premise, it is United States are bigger than our
express "profound concern about easy to miss the fact that there is political squabbles by calling for an
Want to find out about jobs for women in accounting, education conrecent revelations that the United already an established and legal end to the practice of conducting
sulting, finance, government and more? Find out more about this excltStates government may have way to accomplish that goal. As warrantless
wiretaps
against
jngcareerfairatwww.womertforhire.com
__„
engaged in domestic electronic sur- educated citizens, we have the duty American citizens.
ByNOALANDES
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

"How many times
have you turned
off the news and
gone back to
what you were
doing, ignoring
the calls of people
suffering?"

Partisan Students Miss Point

Upcoming Gamer Services Application Deadlines

Si fm$ HmsStii

Mu ipte PbHjnns.

mmz l l m teuton* tap iwY®*

As educated citizens it is our duty
to see through
rhetorical screens
and come to grips
with the underlying legal issues.
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Black History Month Dated?

created in an attempt to not only to a celebration of Christ. Christians
ByJOETARZI
educate the mainstream on black remember and honor Jesus Christ
OPINIONS EDITOR
history, but also the African throughout the year, but it is only
"You're going to relegate my American population, most of on Christmas that their savior's life
history to a month ? I don't want a whom were taught under the same is remembered through a celebraBlack History Month. Black history' curriculum and knew precious little tion. Especially in cities, groups
is American history. Tfiere is no of their cultures history in this that were discriminated against in
the past, such as Italians, have manwhite history month ... the only way country.
to get rid of racism is to stop talkThe original intention of Black aged to maintain their cultural and
ing about it."
History Month should be an historical celebrations while the
Morgan Freeman - September anachronism by now; it was a mainstream has begun to teach
method of integrating a repressed Italian history to American stu2005
Morgan Freeman sparked mas- people's history into the common dents.
The curriculums of our public
sive debates last year after stating histoiy of this nation which should
on CBS's "60 Minutes" that he was, have already been accomplished. school systems are not yet fully
as some people put it, "out against Instead, in many cases, Black integrated. Many aspects of human
black history month." Freeman's History Month has become the pri- history are ignored or relegated to
metaphorical line in the sand mary vehicle for the teaching of the realm of unimportance. This
caused many people to cross over black history, rather than a second- includes not just black history but
into what they considered to be his ary celebration of it. Black history the history of many independent
camp. It also caused many people month should be a celebration to be cultures. While African Americans
to become even more staunchly sure, but as Freeman stated, black should continue to celebrate their
committed to the celebration of history should not be relegated to a heritage as they do every February,
everyone should be pushing harder
Black History Month. While the single short month.
arguments for and against Black
History Month are years, perhaps
decades old, Freeman's status
allowed him the opportunity to
pri mt that argument to the mainstream.
Freeman's argument actually
started with the "father" of Black
History Month, Dr. Carter G,
Woodson, creator of Negro History
Week, who hoped that his idea
would eventually be phased out as
www. filmweb.no
black history entered the normal
curriculum. The idea came about at Actor Morgan Freeman recently called for an end to Black History Month.
a time when the only black historiI, unlike Freeman would not for schools to increase the depth of
cal figures white American children call for dissolution of Black History their curriculums and integrate
learned about were Dred Scott and Month. As I stated earlier, Black black history not only as a yearly
George Washington Carver, if they History Month should be treated as celebration and remembrance, but
learned of any black Americans at a celebration of black histoiy in the as an integral part of American hisall. Negro History Week was thus same vein as Christmas is treated as toiy.

Along the Long "Walk
What are you doing for Valentine's Day?

"I'm going home Friday night to see my girlfriend
and am taking her to the Top of the Hub in Boston for din."
GUSTAVO NASCIENTO
CLASS OF 2009

"Running sprints and doing lacrosse testing at six in the morning."
EMILY ALLEN
CLASS OF 2008

mimmmmm
"We're breaking open a bottle of wine, lighting a fire, and
enjoying a romantic dinner together."
LIZZIE CROCKER AND KATE BLANTON
CLASS OF 2008

I ' m going to write a song for my significant other,"
JASMIN AGOSTO
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT

Conservatism in
Major
State of Flux
Era of Thatcher
and Reagan is in
the Past
ByWILLMANNEN
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Bush's mantra of "compassionate conservatism" is less
defined. Instead of really representing anything, the slogan is just
a facade for pragmatism and
leniency, much as was Nixon's
"New Federalism." It's a codeword
for a litany of policies, programs,
and projects that can be deleted or
reinserted into the agenda at any

When President Bush delivered his sixth State of the Union
Address a few weeks ago, one
question rang clearest: what happened to conservatism?
Probably everyone in the
Trinity community has decidedly
strong views on the current administration, be it for or against. But
before we get into a heated debate
about Alito, or abortion, we should
take a step back.. This speech
spoke volumes about something
else, beyond the headlines.
Columnist Fred Barnes has
famously dubbed Bush a "big-gov- time. This came through in Bush's
ernment conservative." The presi- State of the Union.
dent is to the right on social issues
The president introduced three
(he's pro-life and opposed to stem initiatives: alternative energy
cell cloning). But he also supports sources, economic "competitivea large and active federal govern- ness," and HIV prevention (by
ment, which begs an underlying reinstating the Ryan White Care
question. Has this "big-govern- Act). All are important, but it is
ment conservatism" only led to doubtful whether they are part of
inconsistency in domestic policy?
any unified agenda.
First, it is important to distinMore importantly, the initiaguish Bush from what is meant by tives show how much Bush likes
"traditional" conservatism. In big-government. This is nothing
1981, a watershed year for modern new. 200l's No Child Left Behind
conservatism, Reagan came into Act and 2003's drug benefits' plan
office introducing the dual pillars were both extensions of federal
of small government and tax power.
breaks. Across the Atlantic,
So, how does all of this tie into
Margaret Thatcher worked to tax breaks, free trade, and privatireduce Britain's welfare .state by zation? Bush, touts "compassion,"
privatizing industry. "Bcifri ushered but no single vision links No Child
in a new era.
Left Behind to privatized social
In some key respects, then, security.
Bush has inherited the legacy of
In fact, even on a single issue,
both Reagan and Thatcher. He free trade, Bush has "flipindicated in the State of the Union flopped." Just last year, he manthat, due to his tax breaks, the U.S. aged to pass CAFTA, but in 2002
economy has been on a path of supported a farm bill and steel tarnear-constant growth. It came as iffs.
no surprise when he almost immeNowhere is this lack of focus
diately demanded the breaks be more apparent than with the
made permanent.
deficit, at $304 trillion. Bush has
Other signs of conservatism failed to veto a single spending bill
can be found. Like Thatcher, he in his administration.
has worked for the privatization of
At least Reagan's deficit was
a major government-run service, born out of clear intent (to collapse
social security. It was a failed the Soviet economy), while Bush's
effort, but a concerted one deficit has no meaning at all. He
nonetheless. And he seems to has simply waved through the pork
uphold free trade, at least for right both Republicans and Democrats
now.
have been stuffing into their bills.
His address a few weeks ago This was best exemplified last year
was peppered with remarks against with the Highway and Energy Bill.
protectionism. These words have Among the earmarks: a bridge to
been matched with some deeds. an island in Alaska, inhabited by
The Central American Free Trade roughly 16 people.
The problem isn't that "compassionate conservatism" is inherently wrong. Some might argue a
large government is beneficial.
The issue is that Bush's "compassion" has just translated into two
things: a laundry list and a deficit.
Granted, Bush did address the
deficit in his State of the Union,
declaring that it would be reduced
by half in 20Q9. He also stated that
he would cut 140 programs and
Agreement (CAFTA) comes to initiate "earmark reform" legislation. Last Thursday, the House
mind.
There are still crucial differ- actually approved some cutbacks.
ences between the. Bush era and While promising, this hardly
the conservative movement of yes- makes up for past damage. And it
teryear. Reagan directly stated that certainly doesn't transform Bush
government was the problem and into a small-government conservanot the solution. In one, simple tive.
sentence, he attached an entire phiNone of this is meant to paint
losophy to his administration. You the president as some hack politiknew where he was coming from cian. Indeed, on the foreign policy
when it came to government. His front, he fancies himself a latterbelief that a social program "is the day Churchill. One wonders why
closest thing to life on earth" he does not apply that same vision
to the domestic scene.
nailed home the point.

"[Bush] has simply waved
through the pork
both Republicans
and Democrats
have been stuffing into their
bills."

"The issue is that
Bush's 'compassion' has just
translated into
two things: a
laundry list and
a deficit."
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Trin Celebrates Black History Teach For America
By CHRIS MOORE
FEATURES WRITER

in the Bronx, New York City, and 1
teach 6th grade math to 76 students.
Teach for America places corps
Last week Will Roble '05 members all over the States and in
returned to campus to speak to stu- any grade ranging from Kindergarten
dents about his experiences with to 12th grade. There are 22 rural and
Teach For America. As part of his urban locations where corps memvisit he agreed to do an interview bers are placed. See the website.
www.teachforamerica.org, to learn
with the Tripod:
more about where Teach for America
Tripod: Will - so you graduated last places its corps members.
year and now you work for Teach
For America - can you give us a bit Tripod: How has your experience
of a background on what TFA does?
been? Highs? Lows?

By CHRISTINA RAMSEY
FEATURES WRITER
February begins a time of
events dedicated to Black History
Month. The events were chosen
and planned by several student
organizations
including
the
Women's Center, as well as the
Office of Multicultural Affairs.
The celebration started with
the
screening
of
The
Autobiography
of Miss Jane
Pittman in honor of the 30th
anniversary of this Emmy Awardwinning film. The event was sponsored by Multicultural Affairs and
held in the McCook Auditorium
last Wednesday.
Dean of Multicultural Affairs
Karla Spurlock-Evans stated that
the film was important to show
because it revealed the endurance
of African Americans. The
strength that Pittman possessed
symbolized the strength of African
Americans. In the movie the
African American community was
always united which, according to
Dean Spurlock-Evans, is because
of their common experience. This
. message is still very important
today, especially at Trinity
College since, as students, we
share a common experience that
should unite us. For more information on the movie, see "Film
Portrays Civil Struggles."
"Love Jones": Poetry Slam
was held on Friday in the Umoja
House. Poets from the T,rin,ity
comtrMifaty rectod pofcims alicrtit'"'

www.cr.nps.gov

Black History Month acknowledges The Little Rock Nine and others.
race, politics, love, Africa and
gender to a full house. The room
had a Moroccan theme with soft
red lighting and some of the audience seated on the floor; it created
a calming and blues-like setting.
Judene Small '08 opened the show
with a rousing poem about the
beauty and pain of forbidden love.
Shantell Scott '09 spoke of
self-empowerment and the struggles one goes through when placed
in a new environment. Dionne
Gordon '08 read an eloquent and
thought-provoking poem and
another by Donalyn Elder '07.
The main event of the month is
a presentation by Minnijean
Brown Trickey, one of the students
of the "Little Rock Nine." She will
speak, 3^Qttt Aer. il exoei;ience,_aL

as America's social change: how
far this country has come and how
far it still needs to go to achieve
freedom and equality. According
to Spurlock-Evans, Trickey was to
asked to speak because she
reminds people of the heroic
actions of women, especially those
of Rosa Parks and Corretta Scott
King, who have recently passed
away. Trickey's talk will remind
the Trinity community of the era
in which these women struggled.
She will, speak at 7:00 p.m., on
March 2,. in the Washington
Room.
Other events this month
include the screening of the film
"The Color Purple" based on the
classic novel by Alice .Walker. The

Will: Teach for America is a national
corps of the most outstanding recent
colleges graduates who teach in public schools in America's lowest
income communities. Teach for
America's mission is ultimately to
end the educational inequity existing
in the United States. In the short
term, corps members work relentlessly during their 2-year commitment to invest their students in their
own education and to give them the
educational opportunities they
deserve. In the long run, regardless
of the profession they choose after
Teach for America, alumni are armed
with experience and insight into
many of this country's issues with
which to effect fundamental changes
needed to ensure that every child as
the rights and opportunities they
deserve.

Will: Simply put, my experience has
been difficult, though extremely'
rewarding
and
educational.
Everyday I make mistakes in some
form or another but I quickly learn
from them and gain a new trick, like
how to get a student to stay in her
seat. I have had many successes with
students. Every morning, I work with
students before school and students
see TFA on page 12

Tripod; Where are you currently
placed?
www.teaohfpramerica.org

Will: I am placed in a Middle School

Program boasts positive results.

Muslims are Outraged by Sacreligious Cartoons
•:

By BILL COSGROVE
NEWS EDITOR .

About 15 Trinity students gathered on Friday to watch a documentary called "Inside Mecca." The
event, "What the hizzle is Hajj?",
was . sponsored by the Trinity
Muslim Ministry and Muslim
Students Association. Hajj is the
annual pilgrimage to Mecca, the
center of the Islamic world, where
Muslims trace the footsteps of the
Prophet Mohammed and embark on
a five day quest for salvation. The
film presented an image of Islam
rarely shown in Western media, as
thousands and thousands of
Muslims from all over the world
united to stand peacefully side by
side to worship God. The diversity
in Mecca was astounding, and it
was hard to believe that so many
different kinds of people - rich and
poor, black and white - could come
together as equals, or, in the words
of one pilgrim, "One in front of
God."
The pilgrims that were interviewed for the documentary said
they left Mecca with incredible
feelings of love,' grace and acceptance for God and humanity. It was
an inspiring message, one that transcended religion, and I could not
help but feel a sense of hope while
returning to my room later that
evening.
But then I turned on CNN to
watch the news.
The images on the screen stood
in stark contrast to the ones I had
seen just moments earlier, Instead
of witnessing Muslims praying
peacefully, I saw angry protests that
quickly morphed into violent riots
throughout the Islamic world.
Videos from Jakarta, Beirut, and

www.thecouriernews.mail.com
Muslims protest against stereotypes set out by Danish cartoonists.
Tehran captured people burning
flags, effigies, and attempting to
barge into European embassy buildings.
What sparked this outrage?
Cartoons.
Cartoons depicting the Prophet
Mohammed as a terrorist were published by a Danish newspaper in
September. Outrage has spread over
the last few weeks as copies of the
cartoons have reached the Middle
East and newspapers in the Arab
world have reprinted them.
To understand how something
as seemingly insignificant as a cartoon could generate such powerful
responses throughout the world, I
sought out students,. faculty, and
religious leaders on campus. I had
many questions to ask, and I
received very thoughtful, honest
answers. This is what I found: •.
I asked Trinity's Muslim
Chaplain Sohaib Sultan to explain

his reaction upon seeing the cartoons. "The best word is painful,"
he began. "It's painful to see something like that because as Muslims,
we acknowledge and know Prophet
Mohammed to be the role model for
our lives, the ideal Muslim, and the
most peaceful of men. It's true that
in Islam it is prohibited to depict
any of the prophets. To depict any
prophet is sacrilegious, traditionally."
Muslim
student
Kashif
Mohiuddin '08 noted that "the fact
that they depicted Mohammed at all
enraged a lot of Muslims to begin
with. And then the fact that they
made him a terrorist just made it
even worse."
Sultan believes that the outrage
the cartoon generated had more to
do with the state of the Muslim
world than with Islam. "I think.the
cartoons talk at a much deeper sociological level about the Muslim

psyche and the Muslim fear regarding current events," he commented.
"[For example], the War on
Terrorism, where [Muslims] feel
that their religion and their values
are under attack and are trying to be
destroyed. And so when they see
things like [the cartoon], it reaffirms that fear."
Sultan also stressed that the violence Muslims have engaged in is
not a religious response, because "It
contradicts what they're trying to
say that they're not. Somebody calls
me a violent person, so to prove
him wrong I punch him in the face?
It makes no sense," he explained.
"Religiously, [violence] is an
insane' response and goes against
what Prophet Mohammed taught.
People used to make fun of him,
attack him, and throw stones at him.
But he would always pray for their
forgiveness and respond in peace."
"The cartoon is not in a vacuum. It is not just a cartoon. And
Muslims have a right to be upset,"
said Ibrahim Jabbour'06, an ArabAmerican Christian. "But to
respond violently? No way. I am
furious with them for acting in such
a way."
The debate over the limits of
freedom of the press has also
played a central role in the controversy. Shahzad Ahmed '08, a
Muslim student who found the cartoons offensive and insensitive,
"can't believe that [the Danish
newspaper] refuses to accept powerful rational objections that people
have to the cartoons ... I think it is'
a racist issue; ideas that depict
Blacks, Latinos, Asians or any
other ethnic group as being one particular way would be considered,
racist, and in a free democratic
society people shouldn't have to

accept racist criticisms as being
legitimate," he said.
Sultan, who was a journalism
major as an undergrad, noted thai
his Media Ethics course dealt with
questions such as what is and is noi
publishable and to what extent can
reporters infringe on people's sensitivities. "Everyday the question
came up, 'Is this ethical to publish?
What type of reaction will this
emit?' So to say, 'Oh, the cartoons
are ok because there is a complete
freedom of press in the media' ...
it's not true, it's completely false,"
he explained. "I don't know which
journalism school they went to, but
that's not true at all."
Professor
of International
Politics Raymond Baker, who has
lived and taught in the Middle Easi
and teaches courses on Islam and
Arab politics, said, "As soon as 1
saw the cartoons, I signaled to my
students in all my classes that this
would be an important story with
consequences - mostly negative that would be hard to predict.' I wish
I had been wrong."
When asked whether or not the
cartoon could be used to recruil
young Muslims to terror groups like
al-Qaeda, Baker said, "Some of the
best minds in the American intelligence community have argued persuasively that the policies of the
present US administration have created a climate of antipathy between
the West and the Islamic world that
is the single most effective recruitment boost for the most despicable
and violent elements in the Islamic
world. They are right." He continued, "The cartoon controversy, as
well as the inept and incompetent
American official response to it
see RIOTS on page 13
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Fighting for Justice in the Third World History
Month
_jaaBS«fr * -^
By KATY GAFFNEY
FEATURES CONTRIBUTER

However, besides just fighting
against the legislature in these third !
world countries, Bonifaz must also
Cristobal Bonifaz brouglit hope to
fight against the companies which are j
our community when he spoke about
talcing advantage of third world I
. his current efforts to help save the
resources. It is cheaper for these com- |
environment in .third world countries
panies to. dump their waste products j
from international enterprises last
rather than to properly dispose of them j
week. Bonifaz, an attorney from New
so they thus try to prevent laws from !
York who concentrates on fighting for
passing in which they are restricted j
environmental and human rights, came
from polluting. The United States as '
to Trinity as part of the "The
well is primarily interested in the
Environment and Human Rights" lecprogress and economic status of its
ture series. He came to speak primaricompanies and also does not always
ly about the importance of a modem
support such environmental laws
judicial system in fighting for human
which could potentially hurt the profits
www.voltairenet.org
and environmental rights in third Cristobal Bonifaz advocates human and evironmental rights, protection.
of its companies.
.world countries. Bonifaz works on
Throughout his whole speech,
cases which link environmental and
the times, specifically with growing their waste in local ponds and lakes. Bonifaz particularly stresses the
human rights with third world country
industrialism. Bonifaz talks about Many South Americans have brought importance of a third power in these
judicial systems in hopes to create a
how as an attorney in America, he con- such cases to the United States in countries. Although they have a judiStrong third power which will protect
stantly witnesses the establishment of hopes that since these companies were cial system, it is a Napoleonic Code
these rights. • ' .
new laws and while most of these new American, they could place restric- legal system and does not act as an
He specifically concentrates on oil laws are based on precedents, they are tions on them from the U.S. However, actual power in the government. Until
problems in South America and he created by judges to address new there still seems to be many legal ways there is a third power as there is in the
looks to United States history to under- issues. Bonifaz seems to believe that around these restrictions. This is U.S., international companies will
stand how the U.S. was able to over- the major difference between these where Bonifaz helps the people of continue to abuse the minority and
come oil related environmental issues two judicial systems is their ability or these third world countries; by helping continue to hurt the world's environat the beginning of the 19th century. lack there-of to evolve with modern to legally force these companies to ment.
In a court and place limitations on their
Until a third power was created in the society and economics.
Bonifaz points out that although
U.S. to balance congress and the Napoleonic Code legal system, which waste products.
there is not a great deal of support in
President, similar problems involving is the legal system present in third
Bonifaz has fought for 10 years in his work, especially not from any legal
oil and the environment were preva- world countries, it is (heir legislation Ecuador to pass laws which would parties, it is important work and he is
lent throughout the U.S. Bonifaz who decides on pre-approved or "qual- prevent oil companies from dumping careful to stay optimistic. He has seen
emphasizes that it was a third power ified" laws to be used by the judges. water accumulated while harvesting such revolution in the past with the
judicial system which protected the Thus, if a case comes up in which leg- oil. Finally in 2000 legislation in U.S. when its third power was created
minority and saved the U.S. from seri- islation has not created a qualified law, Ecuador passed an environmental and he is hopeful that the same can and
ous environmental issues which cur- it cannot be niled against.
rights law which prohibited such acts will be done in third world countries.
rently plague many third world counIn third world countries, and espe- by oil companies. Bonifaz empha- He plans to help start changing the
tries.
cially in Latin America where Bonifaz sized the importance working with judicial system in Puerto Rico and
The difference between the U.S.'s is currently concentrating his efforts, these cases in third world countries hopes that from there, an example can
judicial system and the third world there are no qualified laws which pre- and doing so one country at a time to be set for other third world countries to
countries' Napoleonic Code legal sys- vent large international corporations help change judicial traditions and do the same and end their reliance on
tems, Bonifaz explains, is that the law from polluting these countries. Thus pass laws which would protect both the U.S. and western world in order to
in the United States is constantly there are no restrictions on oil compa- the people and the environment in form their own strong and environmentally safe countries.
changing and evolving to keep up with nies preventing them from dumping these polluted areas.
»>T1
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TFA Makes Impact
continued from page 11

Reasons Why We Love Valentine's Day
10. Any holiday that comes with this much candy
has got to be a good thing.
9. Trinity students have a legitimate reason to wear
as much pink as they do.
8. Being snowed in isn't so bad with a dozen roses
in your dorm room.
7. Getting Disney Princess / Harry Potter Valentines
slipped under your door.
6. For all you secret admirers, you have an entire
day to reveal yourself to that special someone.
5. One of the few holidays you're not home for ...
so care packages are definitely on the way.
4. CVS will have left-overs to satisfy your sweet
tooth 'til Easter.
3. Lines in Mather are significantly shorter with all
the couples out to dinner.
•
2. Chocolates are an aphrodesiac.
1. Commerically created or not, it's nice to have
one day of the year to say, "I love you."

also stay with me during their lunch
frequently. These times, give me a
great opportunity to work one-onone with students «who may be so far
behind their peers that they hardly
know how to subtract three digit
numbers. It also allows me to get to
know the students a little better so I
understand where they are coming
from better. The challenges can at
times be frustrating and extremely
draining by the end of the day.
Tripod: When did you know you
wanted to do TFA?
Will: I knew that I wanted to do
Teach for America when I was doing
my thesis research in Lesotho,
Southern Africa, surprisingly. I met
an alumnus who was doing the Peace
Corps and teaching elementary students in the mountain region of
Lesotho. He inspired me through his
fond memories of teaching in Texas
and through watching him teach children in rural Africa. I returned from
Africa at the end of the summer, and
immediately started to look into
Teach for America as a post-college
option.
Tripod: What are your plans beyond
TFA?
Will: I currently have no plans for
after Teach for America. I am really
going to see how this year and 'next
year go. Perhaps I'll stay in the classroom, or maybe I will go work
abroad for a while. I'm really not sure
yet. But Teach for America has an
incredible alumni network so my
options are endless.

you for TFA?
Will: Trinity did an amazing job of
preparing me for. this experience. I
especially thank the Anthropology
and Italian departments. The professors with whom I worked inspired
me to take chances and push myself
to go beyond the norm at Trinity. My
professors repeatedly forced me to
go beyond my boundaries, both academic and social, which really has.
enabled me to take on any obstacles
or new experiences that I encounter
while teaching. Teach for America
recruits the top students from, all the
Ivy League colleges and universities
and yet, Trinity consistently has its
students recruited,and placed in the
Teach for America corps.
Tripod: What about for any seniors
interested in Teach For America?
When is the deadline?
Will: The deadline is Feb. 17 and the
application is really easy to fill out. It
is just a resume and two 500-word
essays. You can find all ' "'' s application online and you cs^__*trk on it
at your leisure because the website
saves your work... of course you still
have to get it in by midnight on the
17th!
,
.
Tripod: Great - thank you so much
for your time, Will.

Will Roble is a graduate of the
class of 2005, and currently resides
in the Bronx, New York City. He can
be
reached
at
William.Roble.2005@trincoll.edu.
Anyone interested in Teach - For
America should note the, February
17th application deadline, and
should contact Katie Delia Selva at
Tripod: How did Trinity help prepare Katherine. dellaselya@trincoll edu.

continuedfrom page 11
film will be shown at 7:30 p.m, on
Feb.
22, in the McCook
Auditorium. If you haven't seen it
yet, you should. The Color Purple
is an unforgettable movie about a
young black woman's journey
toward self-affirmation.
The next event will be held on
at 7:30 p.m., on Feb. 23, also in
the McCook Auditorium. The
event is titled '"You Mean There Is
Race in This Movie?'-An Analysis
of Racial Imagery in Mainstream
Movies." It is a presentation by
Khalid Patterson and Frederick
Gooding who are the founders of
The Minority Reporter Web site.
Their presentation will discuss the
notions of race and racial imagery
depicted in mainstream movies
that have a large impact on
American culture. The final event
is the Galen Razzaq, Flute Juice
Productions: Jazz Performance
and Poetry Reading which will be
held at 9 p.m., on March 9, at The
Underground.

"People have to
care. They have to
want to learn
about other cultures and he interested"
—HaThu Nguyen
Black History Month seems to
have a different purpose according
to different people. The purpose of
Black Histo'iy4 month to Shantell
Scott '09 is to join "all people of
different races, cultures and ethnicities , . . and together embrace
those of the past and present as
well as those who are yet to
come." Is this purpose achieved at
Trinity? Brittany Bristow '09 said,
"I like the fact that there is a Black
History Month. I don't think it
serves a purpose for people who
are not black. For others it's just a
regular month, no one really cares
much about." Trinity holds a series
of events during Black History
Month, but are enough people
attending : them? According to
HaThu Ngviyen '09 not many are
because' "people have to care.
They have to want to learn about
other cultures and be interested."
Many believe that Black
History Month is a time for
African Americans to embrace
their African heritage, but it is
much more than that. It is a time
for everyone to remember the past,
to recognize that injustices still
exist in the present, and to attempt
to address them in order to better
the
Matthew
Bermudez
'09
believes that one way to do this
could be to have cultural programs
every semester for a week, such as
the Black Soul Trivia program that
P.R.I.D.E. leader Katorah Sanchez
'07. A cultural week could either
have programs for one specific
culture, or programs that involve
all cultures; German, Italian,
Hindu etc. all in one. Scott felt
that .the only way for most students to attend cultural events is to
make them mandatory. Dolce
Imbo '09 explained that, "a cultural month would better serve everyone. No one would feel left out or
excluded. It would involve everyone," which is one of the roles
Black History is meant to serve at
Trinity.
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Riots Ensue in Much of the Middle East
continued from page 11
clearly helps, though neither alQaeda, nor Syria, nor Iran would
have had the capacity to accomplish
this on their own. They required the
boost they have received from
Western ignorance and self-serving,
exploitative preening: The more
evil and irrational they look, all the
easier to conceal our own flaws and
far greater responsibilities."
With 24-hour cable news networks that rehash the controversy
over and over, is there any chance
the story will fade away? Professor
of Religion Ron Kiener, who teaches courses on Islam and the ArabIsraeli conflict, believes, "The
whole matter will eventually
become another sad item in a long
laundry-list for those who want to
see the two sides bang against each
other in perpetuity. Open-minded
. men and women on both sides will
use this incident to try and better
understand each other, and hateful
people on both sides of the cultural
divide will use this incident to reinforce
their grievances," he
explained. "They can either become
pioneers for broaching the ignorance which abounds, or they can
become front-line soldiers in a
'clash of civilizations'. Both trends
are clearly evident, but I am afraid
that our collective poor political
and cultural leadership (in both universes) is pushing us all into the latter direction."
Baker had a slightly different
take: "The question is not whether
the controversy over the cartoons
will die down, but rather, will the
current rush to precipitate a civilizational war be slowed, or will

hltpV/newsimg.bbc.co.uk

Middle-Eastern rioters burn a Danish flag in reaction to sacreligous cartoons.
those with interests in its perpetuation in our Western world and in the
Islamic world - political and economic interests -continue to win
elections and set policies? Is this
how Western democracy, that great,
incomparable, and deeply flawed
achievement, will self-destruct?"
College
Chaplain
Dan
Heischman said that he has come to
two sad realities regarding the situation. "The first is just how polarized our world is ~ this is a prime
example of how one worldview just
simply does not 'get' the other, and
vice versa. Secondly, as much as I
deplore, the effects of the violence
in some of the Muslim reaction, in
parts of the world, I see this is an
example of what happens when
individuals or groups are either

ignorant of or indifferent to peoples' view of the sacred, whatever
religious creed or moral conviction
it might be," he said. "The people
who drew and published these cartoons were either not aware of
Muslim prohibitions on idolatry
(and this is certainly another example of how little,, in the West, we
know about Islam), or simply did
not care that this belief truly meant
something to a group of people.
Either one is a sad commentary on
our
supposedly
enlightened
Western culture."
Associate
Professor
of
International Studies Janet Bauer
says that "it is clear that we could
all benefit from a broader consideration of these issues." Sultan
agrees: "The religious communi-

ties, between the Muslims, the
Christians, and other groups,
should take a more pro-active
stance in trying to quell the violence, • calling for a reconciliation
and an interfaith dialogue rather
than stereotyping one another's religion."
What then, can we learn from
this? When a mere cartoon can create so much hatred and violence in
so many different places, are we
living in a theater of the absurd? Is
a world of equality and acceptance
possible? Or are the values extolled
by the Muslim pilgrirhs from
"Inside Mecca" confined to the
Hajj?
All that has become clear to me
is that the cartoons did not help
anybody-not the U.S., Europe, nor
the Middle East, not the newspapers that published them, and certainly not Muslims, Jews, or
Christians. Perhaps the only thing
these cartoons have accomplished
is the reinforcement of binary oppositions: Good vs. Evil, Us vs. Them,
West vs. Middle East, Christianity
vs. Islam, etc. The cartoons have
merely strengthened the division
between cultural, religious, and
political groups and separated people further apart. The cartoons
served no purpose except to
"inflame sensibilities on all sides,"
as Bauer suggested. And in a world
already full of intolerance and
hatred - just watch the evening
news to see what I mean - those cartoons were the last thing anybody
needed. To fully understand the
reactions to them would require a
sense of empathy, which, unfortunately, is lacking a great deal in this
world.

Brie Says, 'Go Single This Valentine's Day*
By BRIE SCHWARTZ
FEATURES WRITER
Once upon a time, not so long
ago, a young co-ed fell in love with
a boy. He was dark, striking and in
want of the. co-ed's roommate. He
and the beautiful maiden overcame
adversity and monogomized, marking her first and only attempt at collegiate dating. Three months later,
just in time for Valentine's Day, our
heroine got dumped. But she persevered.
It is a myth that Valentine's Day
is only fun if you have a significant
other to share it with. It is a wonderful holiday, celebrating chocolate
consumption, doilies and the color,
pink, and you do not need commitment to relish these delicacies. One
of the best Valentine's Days I have
had was my freshman year here
when Daddy took me out to dinner
and bought me pretty things, and I
certainly was not dating him.
Since then, I have been content
to spend the 14th without any of the
large romantic gestures that tend to
stress out those that have to impress
their fragile sweethearts and depress
those that do not have any. In high
school, I had my fair share of
Hallmark sentiments and they
always left me feeling worse than I
do now without any pretensions of
effort.
When Jordan Katz presented
with me a professionally framed and
-mated poem he had written me, entitled "Happiness is not a fish you can
catch" on my 17th Valentine's Day, I
. was speechless. While I was at
• school late, he had converted my living room into a snuff novel, complete with a red blanket, rose petals,
candles and picnic basket with my
favorite food (which at the time was
a raisitfbageTbecause it was the only

thing I wasn't embarrassed to eat in
front of him). While I appreciated
the effort, I was most concerned with
whether or not he would clean up his
emotions in time to watch
"Dawson's Creek."
Jordie taught me that it is better
to spend Valentine's Day alone, celebrating the promise of love to come
than faking a love that isn't there.
Apparently my Trinity boyfriend felt
the same way when he scorned me
moments before the sacred day. But
Valentine's Day is not' about
estrangement or wishing ill upon exboyfriends and the girls they leave
you for. It is about solidarity.
That Valentine's Day will hold an
even more special place in my cerebral calendar than any other to come
because I had my first drink. I was
at my formal with my male roommate in tow, feeling altogether single
and sober and I decided that after
two years of doing it up dry style, it
was time to find out what all the kids
were puking about. The cocktail
was covertly handed to me by my
long time friend and quad mate who
claims that when I confided in her
alone that I was ready, it was one of
her proudest moments.
Two years after handing me my
first drink, she also contributed to
my first experience with alcohol poisoning and public nudity. After I had
vomited all over my party dress, I
insisted on changing in her friend's
driveway. It was a dark night in the
woods so I assumed I would not
have to violate my very strict no one
sees me shirtless rule, but of course
the car's headlights were beaming on
my bod. Apparently, I had told her
friend that I was going to change.and
he could stay if he liked. He said "no,
thanks" and walked away which .
wouldn't have been so upsetting if I,'
had not smoothced him the week

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS
January 20 - February 18
Get into the holiday spirit
and don red or pink. This
way, when you fall down in
the snow, someone will be
able to find you.
PISCES
February 19 - March 20
Clean your room for after
that big date because your
Psi-U'd jeans and leftover
Sgt. Pepperoni's pizza will
certainly not impress.
ARES
March 21 -April 19
Go to the tanning bed a few
times before the big V-Day
date. You don't want your
skin to match the white
doilies on your Valentines.
TAURUS
April 20 - May 20
Don't worry if that special
someone gives you sugarfree candy on the day of
love. It is not because he
think's you're fat.
GEMINI
May 21 - June 21
No one makes a better valentine than your other half.
Send a dozen roses to yourself this Valentine's Day.
Someone special is sure to
get jealous.
CANCER
June 22 - July 22
Make your move this
Valentine's Day. Put on your
game face and go get it! But,
beware of taking your
advances too far.
LEO
July 23 - August 22
Treat your Valentine to a
romantic dinner at the Cave.
Be careful not to eat the
beans if you really want to
make a night out of it.
VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
Bundle up and head over to
the library. You are sure to
meet someone special. Avoid
the guy with his nose stuck
in the biotechnology book.

www.themegifts.com
What says, "Happy Valentine's Day" better than a box of chocolates? '
before. Offended, I ran back to the
Pathfinder, just in time for it to drive
over my foot. Moments later, I was
found cleaning the sink I had
released my dinner into with shaving
cream, shouting, "don't worry, it's
the universal solvent!" I awoke with
a mysterious gash on the bridge of
my nose and a delightful concussion.
Needless to say, those weren't my
finest hours.
I am not advocating that you singletons pay homage to my debauchery on. Valentine's Day by drinking
away your fears of never being
struck by cupid. However, I do
encourage all of you'to tap into your
sap factories and try to have fun.
Enough with the cynical mentality
that Valentine's Day is a mass produced holiday created for jewelry
stores, and flower merchants. Accept
it for what it is and enjoy it no mat-

ter what your status. I wish we could
all return to the simplicity of the
years when Valentine's Day meant
receiving construction paper hearts
from every boy and girl in your class
and love meant decorating cupcakes
together, but since our hormones
have matured, we have to spend it in
other ways. If you are currently in
love then hopefully you will do
something wonderful with your partner. If you are not betrothed then do
not worry. You will be no more single on Valentine's Day than you were
the day before so there's no reason to
curse the holiday. Besides, according to a study in National
Geographic, the serotonin level of
someone in love is similar to those
sufFering from obsessive compulsive
disorder. So just be glad that you are
not diseased and that you will not
have to share your chocolate.

LIBRA
September 23 - October 22
If a friend is down this
Valentine's Day, take her
out. You both will be rewarded for your kindness with a
real Valentine later on.
SCORPIO
October 23 -November21
Pink flushed cheeks are cute,
but frostbitten toes and
chapped lips are definitely
not. Be sure to bundle up on
your way to class.
SAGITTARIUS
November 22 - December
21
Flirt with the cute coffee guy
in the Funston Cafe. He is
single, and he is interested.
Ask him to make that skim
chai tea latte for two.
CAPRICORN
December 22 - January 19
Give that special someone a
gift, but maybe not that doll
made of their hair you have
been working on. That is
kind-of creepy.
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Film Portrays Civil Struggles Collection Displays
Racial Experiences
By LAUREN TURLIK
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR

fatal attack by neighboring
Southerners, Miss Jane is left to
continue her travels with only her
How can the life of a 110-year- younger brother. Together, they
old woman be summed up in only witness several murders of loved
110 minutes? The Autobiography ones by the Ku Klux Klan. Even
of Miss Jane Pittman did'just that without her brother's comfort and
in such detail that it seemed as if support, Miss Jane continues
Miss Jane Pittman truly did exist. strongly despite the memories that
Although the- character and life of haunt her past. Finally, after 110
Miss Jane are fictional, the events years of dealing with this prejuthat occurred are most definitely dice, she takes a stand for all those
true, and were commonplace for people of her past, present, and
future.
many African Americans.
The Autobiography of Miss
The story begins during the
modern Civil Rights era, but Jane Pittman is a powerful story,
quickly rewinds in time to Miss and at points, its truth is overJane's childhood as a slave during whelming. Dean of Multicultural
the end of the Civil War. When Affairs Karla Spurlock-Evans said,
Miss Jane, her family, and friends "I am moved to tears by the relentare finally freed, marking the end less struggle waged by African
of the war, they head to the North, Americans and their allies against
seeking freedom from prejudice monumental odds." The film does
and oppression. However, after a not mask any aspect of the racist

!§

Director John Korty during filming of The Autobiography of Miss Jane.
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Capote Worthy of
Academy Attention
By EVAN NORRIS
STAFF WRITER
As one of five movies nominated
for Best Picture by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Capote deserves its spot in the journalistic sun. Capote is one of the best
films of the year, a paradoxical work
filled with silent passion, muted
sound and restrained energy. It is the
story of Truman Capote and the
making of his book, In Cold Blood,
but it is also very much the story of
human imperfection. Capote is a
biopic only in the strictest sense; yes,
the film explores his life, but it also
uses Truman Capote as a lens
through which the audience explores
the work of humanity.
Set in the late '50s and early '60s,
Capote follows the writer as he does
research for what would become his
most famous work, In Cold Blood.
After reading about a murdered family in Halcomb, Kansas, Capote travels to the remote town to conduct
interviews with neighbors and
police. Once the suspected killers are
arrested, he immerses himself deeper in the case and in the lives of the
two accused men. A sense of compassion and trust emerges from his
sessions
with
the convicts.
Eventually, Truman Capote tries to
resolve the conflict between his

South, showing hangings, shootings, and deadly beatings.
Visually, the film is beautiful in
its truth. It does not try to glamorize the scenery with stunning landscape and striking clothes (like
many other period films), but portrays everything how it was: rundown houses, torn clothes, and fading green leaves. This plays a
major role in the audience's understanding of the treatment of lowerclass freed slaves. We have all
learned about this history in textbooks, but never has there been a
movie featuring such an accurate
portrayal of the fight for freedom
and equality of African Americans
from slavery to the Civil Rights
era.
The film presents every characteristic of the racism that occurred
in the Old South: harassment by
the KKK, economic restraints
against independence, the reenslavement of freed slaves on
reorganized plantations, and the
customs of the Old South that separated whites and blacks. The film
also shows, however, the positive
role of family life, the rare but genuine bonds between people of different classes and races, and the
desires of the newly freed to head
towards places of opportunity and
equality.
In recognition of Black History
Month, the Office of Multicultural
Affairs sponsored the showing of
The Autobiography of Miss Jane
Pittman. This year, the Office has
subtitled Black History Month "In

ByKATYNOLIN
ARTS EDITOR

Timed to coincide with Black
History Month, the Wadsworth
Atheneum recently opened its
African American photography
exhibit, which displays African
Americans both as photographers
and as artistic subjects, entitled
Double
Exposure:
African
Americans Before and Behind the
Camera. Much of the collection
comes from The Amistad Center
for Art and Culture (housed at the
Wadsworth), a cultural arts organization documenting — through
some 7,000 pieces ~ the African
American experience throug history. The exhibit is spread through
three rooms of the museum, and
each room chronicles a different
aspect and period of African
American life and art.
The first section, entitled
"Photographer and Muse," illuminates the relationship between the
past and the present in African
American photography. Many of
the photographs in this section are
done by George Cyrus and his
mentor, Roy Decarava. Cyrus uses
photography as a way to "document and express his personal
vision of the Black community."
His focus is primarily on jazz
clubs, urban youth, and his family.
His pictures are simplistic snapshots of a moment in the life of an
omen." No movie seemed more African American.
fit for the occasion than the inspiOne thought-provoking piece
rational story of Miss Jane. When is Lorna Simpson's "9 Props,"
the movie was first aired on televi- which features nine black vases,
sion 30 years ago, it received seven each with a human description. Herwork shares similar themes with a
see MISS JANE on page 17
Maya Angelou poem, presenting
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news2.ucf.edu
Pat Ward William's "Delia."
African American women as
"props" in society. Another of her
works, "Details," is a group of 21
photographs with text, all focused
on a pair of hands, with names
such as "Deathly," '"Soulful,"
"Expected," and "Acted in Self
Defense." Carrie Mae Weems's
piece, "May Flowers from May
Days Long Forgotten," shows
three young girls lying on the grass
in spring. Weems captures the
naivete and the hope of these
young girls, whose idyllic faces
will remain with the visitor
throughout the rest of the collection.
The second part of the exhibit
chronicles African American photography in America's past, most
particularly during the Civil War
and its- aftermath. There are several portraits of historical figures,
including Billie Holiday, George
Washington Carver, and Frederick
see PHOTOGRAPHY on page 17

Cinestudio
Casablanca
Feb. 14, 7:30 p.m.

.

If it's Valentine's Day, it must be time to take the one that makes your heart skip a beat to see what may well be
the most romantic film of all time — Casablanca. In the Nazi-controlled city where expatriate Rick (Humphrey
Bogart) runs his cafe, the refugees he casts a cool eye on are on the run for their lives. When his long lost lover
(Ingrid Bergman) and her Resistance leader husband (Paul Henreid) turn up asking for help, it is the ultimate test
for his incorrigibly cynical heart. And remember — they'll always have Paris. Winner of Academy Awards in 1943
for Best Picture, Best Director and Best Screenplay.
.
.
The Squid and the Whale
Feb. 15-17, 7:30 p.m; Feb. 18, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.
A child of divorce gets his own son back, with a devastatingly funny look at warring parents who use their 12
and 16-year-old sons as pawns in their battle of loyalties. Noah Baumbach's expose of a family that scores high
on culture and dismally on emotional intelligence is loosely based on his own teen years in Park Slope, Brooklyn,
as the child of film critic Georgia Brown and novelist Jonathan Baumbach. There is an undeniable ouch factor
to the parents, played by Jeff Daniels and Laura Lirmey: do they really share custody of the family cat? Winner,
Best Director and Best Screenwriting Awards, 2005 Sundance Film Festival. "Without jerking tears or reducing
the acid content of his wit, Baumbach's humane movie gets under your skin." — Peter Travers, Rolling Stone.

www.b111cegreenwood.com

Philip Seyrnour Hoffman as Capote.
empathy for the condemned and his
devotion to his novel.
Capote is the breakout work of
director Bennett Miller, who has
only one other film to his credit (a
documentary, The Cruise). Like fellow directors Clint Eastwood and
Todd Field, Miller is a minimalist
filmmaker. There is no extraneous
flash or unwanted action in his
effort. He directs Capote with the
same quiet intensity seen in Mystic
River and In the Bedroom. Relying
more on the force of his actors than
the influence of camera angles and
editing cuts, Miller navigates Capote
through treacherous territory where
see CAPOTE on page 16

Paradise Now
Feb. 17-18, 9:20 p.m.
Said and Khaled are best friends and Palestinians in their 20s who have grown up in the paranoid powder keg of
the West Bank. They are also budding terrorists who are tapped by their cell leader to become suicide bombers.
As this gripping psychological thriller unfolds over a period of 4.8 hours, the two men waver back and forth over
their mission: on the one hand, there is the patriotism and promise of eternal paradise; on the other, there is the
courageous humanism of Said's girlfriend, who tries to prevent more blood from being spilled. "With a documentarian's eye and a dramatist's urgency, Abu-Assad sneaks into the mind of a suicide bomber." - Carrie Rickie,
Philadelphia Enquirer,
II Conformista (The Conformist)
Feb. 19, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.; Feb. 20-21, 7:30 p.m.
The best film ever made about Italian fascism is not a big-scale epic, but an intimate story of one man's embrace
of its murderous ideology. This new print of The Conformist, restored by original cinematbgrapher Vittorio
Storaro, reveals a fresh and un-dated masterpiece of politics and sensuality. Jean-Louis Trintignant is devastating as a government functionary whose fear of being gay draws him to the appealing certainties of fascism. His
morality is tested when he is ordered to kill bis former professor, now living in, Paris with a young, free-spirited
wife (Dominique Sanda). In one of filmmaking's most memorable scenes, Sanda turns a languorous tango with
Trintignant's wife into a dance.of desire, ambiguity and danger. "As with few other films, I envy the newcomer.
... Bertolucci's masterpiece will be the most revelatory experience a fortunate pilgrim will have in a theater this
year." — Michael Atkinson, Village Voice.
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Capote Probes the Trin Rappers Entertain Crowd
Human Mindset
continued from page 1

continued from page 15
less patient directors would most
certainly falter..
This is the role for which Philip
Seymour Hoffman, the star of
Capote, has been waiting. Known
for his scene-stealing work in Cold
Mountain, Almost Famous, The
Talented Mr. Ripley, The Big
Lebowski, and Boogie Nights,
Hoffman has infiltrated the consciousness of moviegoers who may
not even know his name. Because he
stars in movies with large ensemble
casts (such as Magnolia and State
and Main), his supreme talent often
goes unnoticed. His compelling turn
as Truman Capote should win him
an Oscar and, perhaps more importantly, the respect he deserves from
mainstream audiences. Unlike Oscar
winner Jamie Foxx in last year's Ray,
Hoffman goes beyond mere impersonation. Foxx was convincing as
Ray Charles; Hoffman is convincing
as a human being.
Surrounding Hoffman is a veteran supporting cast including
Catherine Keener, Chris Cooper,
Bruce Greenwood, and Bob
Balaban. Keener, who plays
Capote's traveling companion,
author Harper Lee, is especially
good. At once Capote's secretary and

conscience, Lee gives perspective to
his thoughts and 'frames his behavior.
Hoffman's greatest threat at this
year's Academy Awards is Heath
Ledger, whose performance in
Brokeback Mountain was surprisingly good. However, Hoffman is still
the favorite going into the Oscar ceremony: he beat out Ledger for
Golden Globe and Screen Actors
Guild honors. Despite his earlier
success and critical acclaim,
Hoffman is not guaranteed a statuette at the Awards on March 5.
Brokeback Mountain is Hollywood's
darling film of 2005 and many who
collaborated on it will be awarded.
Apart from Best Motion Picture
and Best Actor, Capote was nominated for three other Academy
Awards. Keener was selected for her
acting in a supporting role, Miller
was nominated for his directing, and
Dan Futterman was given a nod for
his adapted screenplay. Although Capote focuses on the
life of a famous individual, it does
not dwell on personality alone. Fame
is severed from the situation; what is
left are feelings, instincts, betrayals,
and broken dreams. A reflection of
reality more than a reflection of persona, Capote does not celebrate
celebrity; it honors the human condition.

MTA, a duo consisting of
Germaine Greene '08 and Peter
LeMonier Jr. '09, also soon got on
stage and performed. These
impressive MCs were later joined
by Khaiim Kelly '02, also known
as Self Suffice, Krishna Hayes, a
former
IDP
student,
and
Knowledge, a Hartford-based rapper. All of these performers'
rhymes were very well written and
performed. Sandra Lawson '06
accompanied much of the performance with her beautiful singing.
Some dancers even joined in,
showing off their impressive
moves around a circle that formed
in the audience.
Many students from the audience got in on the action by playing the conga drums there, or
banging on empty bottles. The
crowd at the show was captivated
by the performances. Members of
the audience danced for hours,
shouting along with choruses and
waving their hands in the air.
This performance was just one
in a series of many hip-hop shows
that have been organized by
Mcllvaine, the Office of Campus
Life, and several other groups and
individuals on campus. In addition
to being highly enjoyable, these
shows also have a greater purpose
for the campus and the Hartford
community as a whole. "The point
[of these shows]," said Mcllvaine,
"is to bring about real interaction
between people off campus and
on."
These shows provide an opportunity for people from diverse
backgrounds that live in the surrounding area and that attend
Trinity to gather together, uniting
people that may have never otherwise interacted: "we brought what
we were doing alternatively to the
fraternity scene," Mcllvaine continued, "thus providing interaction
between people who like parties,
like frats, and people who might
not, all through music."
Ultimately, Mcllvaine hopes

Edwin C. Pratt

Zee Santiago '09 (left) and Nelson Lassiter '09 perform at Cleo Friday night.
that these, other performances, and
gatherings such as the Freestyle
Friday (which takes place at the
Underground Coffeehouse every
Friday afternoon) will help bring
the Trinity and Hartford communities closer together: "[with these
shows], I believe Trinity students
would be much less divided, much
more open to each other, and the
entire Trinity community would
benefit."
While it is often stated that
Trinity has a small or lacking artistic community, there is indeed a
vibrant, if not readily visible, one.
Mcllvaine and many other committed students are trying to fight
the image that Trinity is apathetic
to the arts and other cultural
events, and to bring that community to the forefront to help it grow.
An upcoming event that might
once and for all destroy the image
that Trinity has no artistjp community is the Trinity International
Hip-Hop Festival. Taking the success of the International Hip-Hop
Show that took place in the
Underground
last
semester,
Mcllvaine and Jason Azevedo '08
began to organize an even bigger
event.
• This festival, which will take
place from April 21-23, will

include over 20 performers from
nations and languages all over the
world. In addition to the performances, the event will include films,
lectures, and discussions regarding
hip-hop's role throughout the
world, and topics regarding issues
in rap music. This promises to be
one of the most important, if not
the most important, cultural event
in Trinity College's history: it
looks to be set the stage for a complete cultural and artistic redefinition of Trinity, and hopefully will
improve its stature in the academic
community.
The Student Hip-Hop Show at
Cleo was a great success this past
Friday night. All of the rappers,
musicians, and other performers
involved in the show were entertaining and very talented artists.
Not only did the show provide the
audience with a fun and different
thing to do on a Friday night, but
also helped bring together different types of students within the
Trinity community, as well as people who reside in the Greater
Hartford Community.
These types of shows and cultural events are important events
that help provide an outlet for the
artistic and cultural needs and
wants of the Trinity community.

CD/DVD Releases This Week

movies.yahoo.com

Philip Seymour Hoffinan and Clifton Collins Jr. in the Oscar-nominated Capote.

Life is calling.
How far will you go?
Peace Corps will be on campus February 16th.
Come learn more and meet Peace Corps
I recruiter and former volunteer Andrew Burtless.

Peace Corps
General Information Meeting
Thursday, February 16th
Admissions/Career Services Lobby
6 pm - 7 pm
Peace Corps volunteers work in 77
countries around the world. To date,
l80 graduates from THnity CoHoge
) have served in the Peace Corps.
Life is calling. How far will you go?
www.peacecorps.gov

PROOF
From the acclaimed director of Shakespeare in
Love, Proof stars Oscar winners Gwyneth Paltrow
and Anthony Hopkins, along with Jake Gyllenhaal
and Hope Davis. Proof is a powerful story of a
young woman haunted by her father's past and the
shadow of her own future. Catherine (Paltrow) has
devoted years to caring for her brilliant but mentally unstable father, Robert (Hopkins), a mathematical
genius. But when his genius slips away, he leaves,
behind a mystery that affects her life and her own
sanity. Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning play.
SAWII
Saw II brings back many features of the original
Saw: elaborate sadistic scenarios designed to "test"
the victims' will to live; Tobin Bell as the
Machiavellian (yet doomed) serial killer Jigsaw;
Shawnee Smith as Amanda, a survivor of one of
Jigsaw's "games," forced to play again; Dina Meyer,
whose role as a detective is considerably expanded;
and the stunningly god-awful dialogue of screenwriter Leigh Whannel. The set-up this time is even
more preposterous than before; as a rough-and-tumble cop named Eric (Donnie Whalberg, Band of
Brothers) watches, on video monitors, his son
trapped in a house filled with nerve gas and a handful of other victims, all of whom are mysteriously
connected. Fans of Saw will love Saw II, as the tortures are more gruesome than before. It's a festival
of bodily fluids, agonized grimaces, and shrieks of
pain—and if that's your thing, this is your movie.
TIMELESS
Timeless is the magnificent new album by the legendary Sergio Mendes. Produced by and featuring
Will.I.Am of the Black Eyed Peas, this album is a
wholly original synthesis of music from the man
who — 40 years ago ~ brought Brazil 66 and the
song "Mas Que Nada" to the world. Timeless beau-

tifully blends the urban culture of Brazil, samba,
and bossa nova with the urban culture of America,
hip hop, and rap, the results of which are truly spectacular. In putting together the project, Will and
Sergio brought in the Black Eyed Peas. They also
recruited some of the biggest urban-pop artists of
the last several decades, each a Sergio fan, to contribute to various tracks. Featured artists include
Erykah Badu, Justin Timberlake, India.Arie, Q-Tip,
John Legend, Jill Scott, Stevie Wonder, and members of the Roots and Jurassic 5.
VOICES
Matchbox Romance's sophomore release is a stunning triumph. They've grown up and reinvented
themselves, delivering a record with much wider
appeal than anything they've ever done. Voices
holds close to Matchbox Romance's emotional, post
hardcore roots while delivering massive sing-along
choruses that'll carry the band to the widest possible audience. The first single and video,
"Monsters," shows they have arrived with a newly
confident sound that'll be everywhere in 2006.
SECRET LIFE OF THE VERONICAS
The Veronicas are Jess and Lisa Origliasso, 20year-old identical twins from Brisbane, Australia,
and they are going to rock your world. Adding a
tough edge to teen power pop, and with the looks
and savvy to back it up, The Veronicas were signed
to an exclusive production deal with Engine Room
qn the strength of their First demo. With their irresistible debut album, The Secret Life of the
Veronicas, written and produced by the likes of
Billy Steinberg (Madonna), Clif Magness (Avril
Lavigne), Max Martin (Britney Spears), Dr. Luke
(Kelly Clarkson), Don Gilmore (Linkin Park), and
Toby Gad (Enrique Iglesias), among others, the
secret is out about The Veronicas.
See www.amazon.com for more.
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Miss Jane Fights
Against Racism
continued from page 15

Although this film depicts the
past, we still encounter similar
Emmy Awards. Cicely Tyson racist events today. "What
played the role of Miss Jane ana becomes obvious in viewing the
was widely applauded for her out- film in 2006," said Spurlockstanding portrayal of a formerly Evans, "is that, while we as
enslaved 110-year-old woman.
Americans have come far in realizThe Autobiography of Miss ing our ambitions to be the 'Land
Jane Pittman is only one of the of the Free and the Home of the
many events commemorating Brave,' we still have far to go in
Black
History
Month:
In securing a piece of the pie for those
Celebration of the Power of who remain at the bottom in large
Women at Trinity College. There measure because their forebearers
will be a screening of the Oscar- were — as a matter of state policy winning film The Color Purple - economically, educationally, and
(based on the award-winning politically oppressed." Hopefully,
novel) at 7:30 p.m., Wednesdau films like this will make her vision
Feb. 22, at Cinestudio. Also, a reality.
Minnijean Brown Trickery will
For more information on other
discuss her life during the Civil Black History Month events, conRights era later in the semester. tact Karla Spurlack-Evans
at
Trickery is one of the Arkansas Karla.SpurlockEvans@trincoll,ed
Nine, a group of black teenagers u, visit the Trinity Exchange web
who challenged segregation by site, or see the Features article
entering Little Rock Central High ("Trin Celebrates Black History")
School in 1957..
on page 11.

Cicely Tyson stars in the title role in The A utobiography of Miss Jane Pittman.

Austin Arts Center
Exhibition: Constance Lowe
Thursday, Feb. 2 - Saturday, March 11
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery - Free Admission
Elaborately colored drawings based on inkblots and related works in
wool felt. Lowe's primary concerns in the work are re-production and the
agency of color. The Widener Gallery is located in the Austin Arts Center
and is open Sunday through Friday, 1 - 6 p.m.
"Runes"
Wednesday, Feb. 22, 7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 47, 3rd Floor, Free Admission
Internationally acclaimed modern dance artist Margie Gillis and nationally known choreographer/dancer Paola Styron will show sections of
their new work, "Runes," inspired by the small stones, inscribed with a
code of symbols, which were used by the Vikings as tools for divination
and spiritual growth. The piece is an emotional and physical exploration
of humankind's deep connection with the forces of nature from which
those symbols were derived. Gillis and Styron will be in residence at
Trinity, rehearsing "Runes," during the week of the performance.

Guest Art Series Performance (GASP!) presents:
New England Bach Soloists
Friday, Feb. 24, 7:30 p.m.
Trinity College Chapel, $15 General Admission/! 10 Discounts
A rare treat for classical music enthusiasts as the region's most notable
Bach ensemble performs in the beautiful and acoustic College Chapel.
This specially-requested Trinity program will include: The Brandenburg
Second and Fourth Concertos, Sinfonia 42, and the Double Violin
Concerto.
Guest Art Series Performance (GASP!) presents:
Eternal Carnival!
Saturday, March 11, 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater, $15 General/$10 Discounts
A specially-commissioned concert featuring guest artists directly from
Trinidad including the island's vocal sensation Ella Andall teaming with
Boston-based musician and musical director Ron Reid and his Rhythm
Earth Ensemble. This exciting program will pay tribute to the legacy of
Trinidadian composer, the late Andre Tanker, and the memory of the late
Lise Waxer, a much-loved teacher of music at Trinity. Both Tanker and
Waxer were instrumental in the work of the College's global learning site
in Trinidad. Generously supported the A.K. Smith Fund of the English
Department, the 1634 Fund, and the Office of Multicultural Affairs.

Photography at Wadsworth
continued from page 15
Douglass, but there are also portraits of anonymous, ordinary subjects. Most interesting were the
slides and daguerreotypes dating
back to the 1850s, part of The
Amistad Center's extensive collection. One slide, entitled "Picking
Cotton
on
a
Mississippi
Plantation," is a haunting picture
of forced slavery in the Deep South
from 1880, years after slavery was
supposedly abolished.
Newspaper excerpts line the
walls, showing the role of African
Americans in the Civil War,
whether they are standing in as
substitutes for their white, northern
comrades, or being presented with
colors for their military service.
Going along with the multimedia
aspect of this exhibit, Walt
Whitman's "Song of Myself and
Langston Hughes' "I, Too" are
inscribed on the walls, setting the
tone for the entire collection. One
piece, simply named "Prison Mug
Shots," is a gloomy collection of
African American mug shots from
the 1920s. Looking at the sad,
empty faces, one sees how little
things have changed in our society,
which is still plagued by rampant
racism.
The third exhibit contains more
modem, three-dimensional works,
such as Carla Williams's self-portrait, entitled "All the Women in
my Family." The piece began as a
self-portrait, but, as Williams
described, it grew into a celebration of her female relatives who
form a key part of her identity and
her global understanding.
Another striking piece is Pat
Ward's "Delia." The background of
of a

•sir
covered by an excerpt describing

www.ppowgallery.com
Carrie Mae Weems's "May Flowers from May Days Long Forgotten."
Jim Crow laws! Sprinkled over the
text are pictures of Ward's own
family, and the entire work is
framed by a rose garland. While at
first this piece may seem cluttered
and overdone, one slowly sees the
different layers that are a part of
the African American experience,
and that, despite the hardships
involved, the overall picture can
still be beautiful. It is clear that all
of the works in this modern room
are greatly influenced by the
African American past, either by
the negatives, including the Jim
Crow laws, or the positives, such
as the importance of family and
identity.
The exhibit features a guest
book, which many visitors have
lilted' with inspiring messages and
poems. One entry reads, "As I

write in this book, I feel as though
I am myself becoming part of the
history of this place." Double
Exposure connects the past and the
present of African American photography with mainstream art and
culture and it looks to the future.
Unlike many historical events,
which tend to focus on the negative
aspects of the African American
experience (and let's face it, there
are many), this exhibit examines
the entire history, the good things
along with the bad, and looks forward to a new society free of
racism.
Double Exposure will be at the
Wadsworth until June 18, 2006,
and admission is free with your
Trinity l.D. For more information,
please see www.amistodartandcuL
ture.org.

IMAGINE...
.•.YOU AEE A DOCTOR*
There arc 3 people who need blood."''v '. '
A newborn feeing compiicapot^. A-crash
victim. And a man waiting ib&SHl
heart transplant.
But in the winter roor$isi#i
Connecticut's blood stf
is so low, there isn't
for everyone.
So you have to decide, wno' '•
will gee blood. And wh^yofl't.
Now, imagine this
is your baby.

Connecticut patients need YOUR help!
Trinity College
Blood & Bone Marrow Drive
Mather Hall
Washington Room
Wednesday, February 22,2006
9:30am-2:15pm
Appointments Call.'
Joe Barber s 4256, Todd Morrison x 2806,
or Andrew x 2869

American
Red Cross
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"The W e b s t e r T h e a t e r
Dirtie Blonde, Grayson
Minnie, Eric Heath

Bushnell Events
The Hartford Symphony presents

Bugs Bunny at the Symphony

A collection of classic Warner Brothers cartoons
including "Long-Haired Hare," "What's Opera, Doc?"
and "Jumpin' Jupiter" projected on a large screen with
live music by The Hartford Symphony.
Saturday, February 18

Thursday, February 16
6 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $10

Stephen Pearcy
Saturday, February 18
6 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $15

One Man Star Wars

Live
Sunday, February 19
7 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $35

A one-man show staring Charlie Ross playing all
characters from the original Star Wars trilogy.
Saturday, February 18
7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Tickets $22.50

The Webster Theater Box Office
860-525-5553
www.tickets.com

The Bushnell Box Office
860-987-5900

Chapel Happenings

Community
Service Spotlight
":-•.--gsr.fSSSww

Tuesday, February 14

This year junior Jen Kern has revitalized Trinity 'sBest
Buddies program after dedication to the national organization for eight years. The main mission of the club is to
match students with
community members who have mental disabilities. Since
each party is matched according to similar interests, the
| process allows for each member to gain a valuable friend.
"The students and the buddies both have a great time. Both
are very appreciative. Buddies usually don't have many
friends and this program helps to facilitate friendships. It's
really a fun program. I think it's a worthwhile cause. The
kids really appreciate it and it's fun. It can also be very
numerous at times," said Kern.
Stap recalls one specific time when her Buddy Scotty got

way without a map and had a good time in the process. In
addition to improving their navigational skills, the Buddies
held a cupcake decorating Meet and Greet, a Lyman Orchards apple trip, a Halloween
Party, a Thanksgiving Feast and a Holiday Party.
March events will include flower pot decorating and a St. Patrick's Day arts and
crafts party.
.
Kern is an economics major who is originally from Guilford, CT. She transferred to
Trinity from Northeastern and wants to go into accounting upon graduation. For more
information about Best Buddies, please contact Kern at Jennifer.Kem@trincoll.edu or
visit the national website at www.bestbuddies.org
The Office of Community Service would like to thank Kem for all of her hard work
this year in creating a warm, caring environment for all those involved in Best
Buddies.
-Hannah Charry

v

12 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Second Tuesday Luncheon. Reflection by Lisa San Pascual '06
Box lunch provided
9:30 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Banquet- prayer service and fellowship

Wednesday, February 15
12:15 p.m. Crypt Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass
5 p.m.-7 p.m. Chapel Tower
Carillon Lessons

Thursday, February 16

6:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel
Gospel Choir Service and Rehearsal
6:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel
ZEN Meditation, for more information visit
www.trinityzen.org

Friday, February 17
12:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel Alcove
Muslim Prayer
Sunday, February 19
5:15 p.m. Trinity Vespers
Music by Chapel Singers, Sermon by Chaplain Heischman
9 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass

Monday, February 6

9 p.m. Verger's Room
AGAPE Women's Bible Study

y

GRADUATE
MBA
Physician Assistant
Interactive
Communications
Teaching
Biomedical Sciences
Molecular/Cell Biology
Journalism
Nursing
Accounting
Computer Information
Systems

.'MASTiRING THE ART OF TEACHING
Sheila Wycincwski, Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at
Amiiy High School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac
students. They have a clear understanding of lesson planning and
classroom management and the balance between them." She also
characterizes Quinnipiac student* as articulate, creative, able to
encourage higher-level thinking in students, and a b b to incorporate '•
technology into their teaching.

QUINNIPIAC U:
RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program
continues to prepare business professionals for the realities of
management in global, technology-driven work environments
in specializations such as:
• MBA WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE,
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING
» MBA - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST05 TRACK
• MBA IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT
YOUR NEXT MOVE

u

r

Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally
accredited business program, the master of arts inteaching{MAT)
program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed
to thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more
information, call 1-800-462-1944 or visit www.quinnipiac.edu.

QUINNIPIAG UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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Much-Needed Win Mens Wrestling Drops a Pair
For Women's Team
By BRENDAN MURRAY
SPORTS WRITER

continued from page 20
second period followed suit until the
2:28 mark when Handy really put
the game out of reach with her second goal in the game. Ashley Bell
'08 and Megan Fallon '08 recorded
assists on the goal.
Trinity goalie Allison Parpal '08
shut the Engineers out for 52 minutes after allowing the early goal in
the first period. Parpal ended up
with 17 saves on the evening.
The Engineers finally reacquainted themselves with the
Bantams' goal about half way
through the third period, but it
proved to be too little, too late as the
Bantams skated away with the 5-2
win.
Said Ryan, "We had a good
week of practice and we really
worked hard to get a win. We really

wanted to get another win before
our big NESCAC weekend coming
up. We had a big first period and
that really helped us stay positive
and calm for the next two periods. It
was the first time in a while that we
had a big first period so it felt good."
The Bantams have two more
games left on the season, both of
which will be played at home.
Williams is coming to town this
Friday with Middlebury coming to
play on Saturday to close out the
regular season.
Said Ryan, "We need to have a
really big weekend in order to make
playoffs. We hope to have a really
good week in practice and come out
firing this weekend. Williams and
Middlebury are two of the top teams
in the NESCAC and we really need
to step it up and play well in order to
make the playoffs."

Sam Lin
Michelle Chee '09 shoots against the Colby goalie in a game this weekend.

The freshman power surge continued this weekend for the Trinity
wrestling team, but it wasn't enough
to get the Bantams another victory.
165-pound Jeff Marra '09 won
both of his matches in the tri-match
at Bridgewater State this weekend,
defeating Rhode Island College's
Matt Kelly 17-2 and pinning
Bridgewater State's Mike Donovan
in 4:43. Marra's boost was not
enough to help Trinity overcome
two forfeits, though, and the team
ended their regular season with two
more losses and a 9-16-1 record.
The two loses were tough on the
team, and Head Coach Mike
Gaydos expected more of effort out
of his team. Said Niko Harovas '08,
"(Gaydos) obviously doesn't like
when we lose, but if we wrestle hard
it's acceptable. It's when people
don't try or we don't wrestle our best
that he gets upset."
The Bantams ultimately lost to
Rhode Island College by a score of
Sam Lin
30-18. The team was hampered by Men's wrestling dropped two matches this past week to Bridgewater and RIC.
some injuries and by forfeiting several matches due to lack of wrestlers just about everyone he's wrestled ... Trevor Brown, '07, are the only
in the 133 and 144-weight class. I haven't seen him struggle to beat Bantams to close the regular season
Despite this Trinity still kept the anyone."
125-pound
Keith with winning. records. Blair was
match close as the Bantams won Hernandez '09 also tallied two more awarded all 25 of his decisions,
three of the last six matches against victories, winning 10-6 in his Rhode while MuriUo finished 12-3 and
Rhode Island.
Island match and accepting a forfeit Brown finished 11-1.
Now the Bantams will try and
Tri-captain Michael Blair '06 victory against Bridgewater.
added two more victories to his
Other Bantam victories included look past a disappointing season's
undefeated season: a 4-0 defeat of Joe Hern '08, who won his match in record to the New England College
Bridgewater's 4th-ranked heavy- the 30-18 loss to Bridgewater, and Conference Wrestling Association'
weight Tim Ferreira and a pin in Derek Cohen, '08, and Stephen Championships, which will begin
3:24 of Rhode Island's B..7. Viamari '07, who won their matches this Saturday and continue through
Atkinson. "We haven't really wres- in the 27-24 loss to Bridgewater the weekend.
tled anyone that can give (Blair) a State.
match," said Harovas. "He's pinned
Blair, Luis MuriUo, '06, and
see WRESTLING on page 19

coming Events - February - Career Services
Primerica

Peace Corps

As a member of Citigroup, Primerica will be
recruiting for young future leaders on campus:

They are recruiting for all positions. Come and learn
how- your skills can bo put. to use overseas!

Wedn esd ay, 6:00pm
Videoconferencing Kootn

Thursday, 6pm
Videoconferencing Room

Don't miss this is unique opportunity as they offer
training, licensing, and opportunities for growth.

Apply now for positions departing after graduation.
For more information, go to www.peaceeorHs.gov,
or email

into Trinity Recruiting:
http://triiicoll.ereeriiiting.coTn for more info.

Dream Camp at Trinity

The Teaching Institute Berwick
Academy in Maine

They are recruiting Counselor/Coach, Swim/
Instructor/Lifeguard and Activity Specialist.

Thursday, 6pm
Career Services Lobby

Tuesday, 7:00pm
Career Services Lobby
ESF/Dream Camp can provide you with the opportunity to work for an award winning, nationally recognized organization, and help build your career as a
professional. Apply for a job online! w ww.esijobs.com

ConnPIRG

:

:

"

"

Thursday, 6:00pm
Career Services I
Louise -Bhavnani, Campus Organizer, is recruiting for
committed and caiing students who want to gain educational experiences in promoting democratic citizenship.
You will face society's major problems, take action and
win concrete changes that improve the quality of our
lives. Please bring your resume. Interviews conducted
Wednesday, February 22.

This is a one-year, site-based master's program for
seniors and graduates who are interested in becoming
elementary teachers. For more information, go lo
w vt w .bcfw tekacadcniy.org/altout/teaching

Columbia Publishing Course
Ellis Trevor 405, an Editorial Assistant at St. Martin's
Press, will be on campus
I'Viday, 12:80pm
Videoconferencing Room
More than 100 publishing professionals come Lo teach
this Course each summer. Job placement is high upon
completion. Please see our website for more info: hup://
ing/

i8
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Squash Teams Seek Women Earn Postseason Spot
Number One Seeds
continued from page 20

pivotal matches, the tournament
provided a needed break for the
players on the men's team as well.
Matches against Tufts and Brown
today offers one last chance to make
adjustments before the team travels
to Princeton for the team championships, beginning Friday.
Barring an upset, Trinity will be
top seed in the tournament. As Sahil
Vora '07 said, "The team looks really focused ... I am sure that we will
show up at nationals and get the job
done."

By JASON ACUNZO
SPORTS EDITOR

It has been a rough spring
semester for Trinity women's basketball, as they lost six of seven
games heading into this weekend's
action. As they have for the majority of the season, they turned to forward Sarah Cox '07 on Friday
against Tufts. Cox, coming off a
week in which she averaged 20.3
points and 7.3 rebounds and won the
Player of the Week award for the
NESCAC, did not disappoint
against the Jumbos in Medford,
Mass. She poured in 24 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds, leading her
team to a 61-56 victory in a battle of
sixth-place teams.
The game remained close
throughout until Trinity's Cat Maher
'07 and Cox nailed two consecutive
three-pointers, giving the Bantams a
49-43 lead with 4:27 remaining in
the game, which they would maintain until the final buzzer. Maher
finished with 13 points and five
assists, while Mary Lennick '07
chipped in with 10 points and five
boards.
Trinity held the Jumbos to 33
percent shooting from the floor and
**•"' •••• -..--v^i t * 3 * y
*-&
N i k 27 percent from three-point range.
Although the Bantams did not shoot
well from, the free throw line, hitting
only 65 percent of their attempts
(13-20), their second half effort
enabled them to outlast Tufts for the
win. "We came into the game really focused because we knew it was a
Edwin Pratt
game
we had to get," said Maher.
Trinity women's squash was nearly flawless in the NESCAC Championships.
presents three matches (Today
against Brown, Saturday against
UPenn, and Sunday against
Princeton), and the coach wishes to
give her players a chance to get
comfortable with their ladder positions. While a high seed for nationals is likely, these next few matches
are still important, and she believes
this is a time to focus on playing
seriously.
Coming off their own week of

•
Sam Lin

Trinity guard Cat Maher '07 goes up for a kay-up prior to breaking her hand.
"We knew that if we won we could
secure our [playoff] spot. If we lost,
it would have been up to other
teams, so we wanted to secure our
own fate."
With the win, their eighth of the
year, Trinity clinched a postseason
bid. "We wish so much that we
could go back in time and play those
games because we know how good
we can be," Maher said. "But we
can't think of the past. It just feels
good to be peaking at the right

time." Despite a disappointing regular season record, the Bantams
reached the goal that head coach
Wendy Davis had set for them during the preseason.
The women were unable to finish the season on a high note, dropping a 76-46 decision in the regular
season finale against Bates. The
depth of the Bobcats was too much
for Trinity to handle, as 11 different
see LADY BANTAMS on page 19

Power Rankings
The weekly power rankings are based purely on the past
week's games. Cumulative season results and records are
not taken into consideration.

Do you get
canker sores?
If you get canker sores three or more times a year, you

l. MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SQUASH
Congratulation to the first-ever Men's and Women's NESCAC
Invitational Champions. Next time", could you make it close?
2. MEN'S ICE HOCKEY
Big weekend in their last homestand of the regular season,
beating ninth-ranked Bowdoin and tough NESCAC rival Colby.
3. WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY
Beat MIT, 5-2, for their first undefeated week since the second

may be eligible to take part in a clinical research study.
The study will compare the effectiveness of a daily
multivitamin supplement to that of a placebo in reducing
the frequency and duration of canker sore episodes.
Participants in the study will be eligible to receive
compensation up to $281 over a one-year period.
Benefits to the participants include:
free mouth examinations by a dental professional
free education about common causes of mouth
ulcers
the possibility that the free study drug will be helpful

week of December.
4. MEN'S BASKETBALL

in reducing the frequency or duration of canker sores
This research will be performed under the direction of
Dr. Rajesh Lalla at the University of Connecticut Health

Rebounded after OT loss to Tufts with a win over Bates on
Saturday, earning the second seed in the NESCAC Tournament
and home game in the quarterfinals.
5. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Win over Tufts on Friday gives them a post-season bid for the
NESCAC Tournament after an up-and-down, injury-plagued
season.

Center (UCHC) in Farmington, CT. If you are interested
in finding out if you qualify, please contact:
UCHC Call Center
Telephone number: (860)679-7692 or 1-800-535-6232
Monday to Friday, 8 am to 5 pm
IRB number 06-022-1
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Total Team Effort for Hockey Wrestling Awaiting
N.E. Tournament
continued from page 17

play Saturday night in another 4-2
victory, this time over the visiting
Colby White Mules.
The Bantams picked up a goal
only 18 seconds into the game off
the stick of Halverson with assists
coming from Ryan Masucci and tricaptain Cameron Finch '06. The
White Mules knotted the score up at
1-1 ten minutes later on a shorthanded goal.
Maturi gave Trinity a 2-1 lead in
the final minute of the first on a
power play tip-in goal on passes
from defensemen Rico Murtha '06
and Chris Powers '09.
After moving the puck around
the zone on the perimeter, Murtha
took a shot from the point that
Maturi was able to get a stick on and
deflect it past the Colby netminder.
Trinity continued the scoring in
the second period on a series of
penalties.
After going on a five-minute
power play for a hit-from-behind
major and game misconduct call on
a Colby player the White Mules
received another penalty to give the
Bantams a five-on-three situation.
Trinity put steady pressure on
Colby, which finally resulted in a
goal. Tom Price '09 collected a
rebound in front of the net on the
power play and fired it home to put
the Bantams on top, 3-1.
The rest of the second period
and first half of the third included
intense action on both sides of the
ice, but no goals.
Trinity increased its lead to 4-1

continued from page 17
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Trinity goaltender Henry Breslin '06 eyes his next save during weekend play.
on another special teams goal.
Powers maneuvered the puck into
the offensive zone on the power
play, circled the net and found Price
on the far side for the goal. Dionne
was also credited with an assist on
the play.
Colby recorded another shorthanded goal several minutes later
but that's all they could muster as
Trinity held the Mules to only 19
shots on goal while putting 35 on
net, themselves. Breslin made 17
saves in the game.
Said Timmins, "We got a couple
of huge goals at different parts of the
game. We got one right off the bat
in the first period and then got
another one in the final minutes of

the period. We haven't been getting
those goals this year, so it shows
that we're beginning to come around
a bit."
Trinity is gearing up for the final
weekend at Skidmore and at
Castleton State before moving on to
the NESCAC playoffs the week
after.
Trinity needs to win both games
•in order to have any shot of collecting a home playoff game at the
Kingswood-Oxford Arena.
"Overall, it was a great weekend," commented Timmins. "It was
our last home series of the season,
and for the seniors, of our career, so
it was really nice to have all the support and come away with the wins."

A 3-10-1 month of January was
the clincher for the Trinity wrestling
team this season, digging them into
a hole that they wouldn't be able to
climb out of with so few matches
remaining. Worst of all, the team
had four matches decided by 3
points or fewer that didn't get them
W's. Although the Bants ended the
regular season with a three-game
skid, they opened the month of
February with a 3-1 run that should
provide at least some confidence
boost going into the New Englands.
Doing well at the NECCWA
Championship this weekend would
be an even bigger boost to a team
that is comprised of predominantly
sophomores and first-years.
There is no doubt that Trinity
will need its underclassmen to step
up next season to replace what was

a very strong graduating senior
class, including the unflappable
Blair. The Bantams placed 14th in
late January at the NECCWA Duals
Championship, but this is definitely
a different Bantam team, even in
that short span of time. Trinity's
underclassmen have really come
alive, and it is not unreasonable to
think that the team can have a very
strong
showing • in
the
Championships. Trinity finishes its
season
with
the NECCWA
Championships on the 18th and
19th, and the matches will be hosted
at Wesleyan. There are also the
NCAA Division III National
Championships in March, and individual players will be invited to participate. Said Harovas, "If everyone
wrestles their best, then maybe we
can place. We have a lot of younger
guys who wrestle varsity, but I still
think a few people could place."

Sam Lin

Michael Blair '06 has gone undefeated during.the 2005-2006 wrestling season.

ms Face Seniors Power Win Over Bates
Tough Tournament

ful, as the Jumbo's Brian Kumf '07 ESPN Academic All-District Team.
missed a lay-up, but Dan Martin Rhoten, a political science major,
snuck in for another put-back to qualified for the team with his
exceptional work on the court (21.1
Coming into this weekend's send the game into overtime.
continued from page 18
the hospital right away and found games against Tufts and Bates at
In overtime, forward Russ points and 7.9 rebounds per game)
home, Trinity men's basketball was. Martin '08 missed a pair of free and in the classroom (3.31 GPA).
out I broke three bones."
Rhoten was in his usual spot in
in the hunt for first place in the throws but stole the ball from a
Trinity
now
has
only
seven
playBates players scored and their bench
outscored that of the Bantams, 31-8. ers on the active roster, as captain NESCAC with a 6-1 record in the Tufts defender on the rebound, hit a the starting lineup, alongside fellow
Trinity's inconsistent shooting, Deirdre Savageau '06 will be having league. The importance of Friday's quick lay-up and drew the foul for co-captain Thomas Finnegan '06,
which has plagued them for most of surgery on her knee and is out for game against Tufts was not lost on the conventional three-point play. given a starting spot at the small forthe players, as both sides fought and With the game now tied at 80 ward in his final regular season
the season, also contributed to the the postseason.
"Senior
loss, as the team shot a meager 30
Kat Conlon '08 will likely start scrapped until the final buzzer of apiece, Tufts guard Ryan O'Keefe game as a Bantam.
percent from the field and 22 per- in place of the injured Maher, who regulation sounded and, after the '08 scored the winning basket with Day/Night was real special," said
cent from behind the arc.
will be in a cast for about two buzzer, for five minutes more. The 1:27 remaining in the game, and Finnegan. "The way we played
combined with the awards and the
The Bobcats secured the top months, while Lindsey Freeman '06 two 20-minute halves weren't Tufts won 84-80.
fans
just made it a great game."
enough
to
settle
the
game,
as
the
and
Catherine
Doyle
'09
are
the
lone
Point
guard
Pat
Martin
'07
led
seed in the NESCAG Tournament
Trinity only trailed once to
with their win over Trinity and reserves on what was already a thin game went into halftime tied at 34 the team in scoring with 21 points,
and into overtime tied at 73.
to go along with six assists. Clarke Bates, 6-5, before a three-pointer by
Williams's loss to Bowdoin. Cox bench.
Neither team built much of a added 17 points, six boards, four Clarke put the home team ahead for
again led the way for the Bantams
Trinity finished the season with
Rhoten (25 points, 10
with 14 points and seven boards,
an 8-14 record (3-6 in the confer- lead in regulation, as the Bantams dishes, and three steals, while Russ good.
Trinity not only lost the game ence), earning them the sixth seed in and Jumbos each held a six point Martin had 15 points and seven rebounds, and. four assists) was
helped by Aaron Westbrooks '09 (13
but lost a key player in Maher, who the NESCAC Tournament. They advantage for brief stretches. Tufts boards off the bench.
tied' the game with 43 seconds
In losing to Tufts, Trinity lost points, five rebounds), as Trinity
had 10 points in the game before will play at Wesleyan on Saturday.
"Coach knows it's going to be remaining when Dan Martin '06 the chance to finish in first place in shot well in all areas, going 55 perbreaking her hand. With five mintough,
but wants us to work as hard tipped in a Jumbo miss, but the the conference, but still clinched cent from the floor, 53 percent from
utes remaining in the first half, the
junior guard drove and was fouled as we can to hopefully pull an Bantams came right back, as speedy, . • second with a.- win over. Bates on three-point range, and 84 percent
hard, making the lay-up but coming upset," said Maher regarding their guard Kino Clarke '07 drove the Saturday afternoon, Senior Night. from the free throw line.
Pat Martin, who finished with a
difficult task in competing with only middle of the lane for a lay-up with Making the occasion even more spelanding on her hand.
"I just remember getting pushed seven players. . "Stranger things 16 seconds to go. Trinity's final cial for co-captain Tyler Rhoten '06 double-double (13 points, 12
defensive stand appeared success- was his nomination to the 2006 assists) iced the game with his free
*
to the ground," she said. "I went to have happened."
throw shooting at the end of regulation. "He keeps the train on the
tracks," said Finnegan, referring to__
the steadying influence of the point,
guard. "But seriously, Pat gets us
going, and as he goes, we go."
Trinity finished the season at 175 and 7-2 in the NESCAC, earning
the second seed in the NESCAC
Tournament, and will host their
quarterfinal game this weekend at 3
p.m. in a Saturday matinee against
Number of healthy players available for
seventh seeded Colby White Mules
(10-13, 4-5 in the league). But the
Goach Wendy Davis and the women's basteam is not yet satisfied. "We want
ketball team this weekend after starting
to win the NESCAC's and make a
serious run in, the. NCAA's,"
guard Cat Maher '07 joined a host ofother
Finnegan said. "We felt we should
injured players on the team, including caphave hosted the [NESCAC] tournament, and we .still feel we have a
Edwin Pratt
tain Deirdre Savageau '06.
Trinity guard Kino Clarke '07 drives past Bates guard Zak Ray '07 on Saturday. great chance to win."
SPORTS EDITOR
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Men & Women Win First Annual NESCAC Tourney
By PETER DACE Y
SPORTS WRITER
Trinity sports teams have long
been defined by successful play
within the conference. Football,
baseball, and basketball teams, to
name a few, are known for their
competitive spirit and tournament
appearances in the NESCAC. Yet
among all of Trinity sports, the one
with the most credentials and
awards never had the chance to truly
compete against the rest of the
NESCAC. That came to an end this
weekend when Trinity hosted the
first annual conference squash tournament, the NESCAC Invitational.
Both Trinity men's and women's
squash, have competed on the
national scale, winning championships and churning out All-

'... • „ - • • . • •

Sam

Lin

Isa Restrepo '06 lunges for the ball.

American candidates more than any
other sport on Summit Street. It
may come as no surprise, then, that
both teams asserted their dominance
over the rest of the field rather easily, cruising to tournament wins on
their home courts.
Yet the tournament held significance beyond mere conference
bragging rights; it served to foster a
relationship between the NESCAC
squash teams, something men's head
coach Paul Assaiante felt was "a
good event for our league."
Women's head coach Wendy Bartlett
also noted that a number of teams in
the conference have already established their own rivalries with each
other, and the resulting competitive
environment rubbed off on everyone.
While there were a few setbacks, such as cancelled matches
due to snow and a general consensus
that the tournament came too close
to national play, the event as a whole
was viewed a success.
On the courts, Trinity experienced the most team success. Both.
Bantam squads had bye's on Friday,
the first day of the tournament, followed by two Saturday matches
apiece and a final round match on
Sunday. It was almost a mere formality, but the first annual NESCAC
Championship, .Jot, |3&ihi*»a.etx,i«*o4.
women, was won by Trinity.
The men opened their weekend
against Hamilton and cruised to an
8-1 victory. Six Bantams swept all
three games, including powerful
performances by Gustav Detter '09

(9-0, 9-0, 9-0), Charles Tashjian '09
(9-0, 9-1, 9-0) and Junaid Nathani
'06 (9-1, 9-0, 9-0).
Later on
Saturday, Bates proved to be more
of a challenge, as only Simba
Muhwati '08 (9-1, 9-0, 9-2) won
with relative ease. The outcome
was still unquestioned, however, as
Trinity had the better team.
In the final round, Trinity
knocked off Williams with a perfect
9-0 win. Detter's dominance continued (9-0, 9-0, 9-1), while Shaun
Johnstone '07 made the most of his
only weekend action, winning 9-0,
9-0, 9-2. With only three games lost
on the day, the effort earned the
team its 14th win of the season and
extended its winning streak to 139
matches.
The women's team did all they
could to duplicate the men's nearperfection, posting a trio of 3-0
wins. Up first for the team on
Saturday was Amherst, and the Lord,
Jeffs were dispatched with little
trouble. The stars of the match were
Anna Detter '09 (9-1, 9-1, 9-0) and
Siobhan Knight '07 (9-0, 9-1, 9-0).
Just as the men were challenged
in their second match, Bowdoin
gave the Bantam women a scare as
their second-round
opponent.
Despite two five-game matches,
Bowdoin was unable to secure a sin,gjs.4adki4u4«raatah, as Fernanda
Rocha '07 dominated this time (9-0,
9-1,9-0). The team finished Sunday
on the highest note of all, defeating
Williams without dropping a single
game. "We had one goal on our
minds and we were determined to

Sam Lin

Gustav Detter '09 receives a pep-talk from head squash coach Paul Assaiante
achieve it ... which is to play our
best and show what we are capable
of doing," said Rocha The three
wins improved the women's record
this Season to 8-1.
With important matches in the
coming week, both Trinity teams
used the tournament to prepare. The
event also provided an opportunity
for everyone in the program to play.
Ill their two Saturday matches, both
teams shuffled their lineups, which
. Bartlett said was meant to "let
everyone play significant matches."

In the final round matches on
Sunday, however, both coaches used
their best players, displaying that
their squads are indeed the top
power in the league.
With
the
National
Championships fast approaching,
the women's team is aiming to peak
in the next two weeks. According to
Bartlettj her team is finished with
"challenge matches," where playerscompete for spots. This week alone
• see SQUASH on page 18

Hockey Downs MIT, Wins Pivotal for Men's Hockey
Middlebury Looms
By GEOFF SCHNEIDER
SPORTS EDITOR

By ANDREW BUCHBINDER
SPORTS WRITER
Though only a month has passed
on the calendar, 2006 has already
been a long year for Trinity's
women's ice hockey team. The
Bantams took the ice last Friday in
an attempt to put an end to the nine
game winless streak that turned their
season around on a dime. They
started the 2005-2006 season off
heading in the right direction by
amassing an impressive 5-1-1
record throughout the first seven
games. But then the New Year came
along, and the Bantams have been
struggling ever since, dropping to an
overall record of 6-10-2 heading
into Friday's game against the MIT
Engineers in Cambridge, Mass.
Said defenseman Christine Ryan
'06, "It was really nice to get a win.
We went through a. rough couple
weeks, so to get a win really felt
good."
The game started off looking as
if it would be more of the same for
the Bantams as the Engineers
jumped out to an early lead after
only 26 seconds of play. However,
the Bantams were determined to
snap the streak, and battled back,
earning themselves • a 5-2 victory
over the Engineers.
Trinity forward Emmy Handy
'08 broke the seal on MIT's net
seven minutes into the game tying

the score at one apiece. Handy has
had a very impressive season, and is
second on the team in goals with
nine. Handy has also added six
assists this season, and is tied for
second on the team in overall points
with 15.
Trinity's second goal in the
game came from standout Michelle
Chee '09, who was assisted by forward Elizabeth Johnson '07 and cocaptain forward Jessica Keeley '06.
Chee leads the Bantams with 11
goals and 21 points on the season.
The hungry Bantams kept the
pressure on the Engineers with a
third consecutive goal in the first
period that was scored by sophomore forward Kara Douglas.
Douglas was helped out on the play
by Rosemary McGuirk '09 and
Jennifer Perrone '09, who both got
assists.
The Bantams really blew the
game open with their fourth goal of
the opening period when Chee
stock for the second time. Chee
was assisted by forward Erin
Fitzgerald "08 and defenseman
Kelley McCarthy '09.
For
Fitzgerald, the assist was nothing
out the ordinary, as she leads the
Bantams with 11 helpers this season.
: The first period played out without anymore scoring action, and the
see MUCH-NEEDED on.page 17

With their backs against the wall
after several weeks of inconsistency,
the Trinity men's hockey team finally, put a complete effort in throughout the entire weekend and walked
away with two huge wins over
Bowdoin and Colby in the Bantams'
last home games of the regular season.
Trinity, currently tied for sixth
place in the NESCAC standings, is
fighting for a home playoff game in
the opening round and helped their
cause out in a big way.
"We knew this was going to be a
huge weekend for us.. Colby and
Bowdoin are two of the best teams
in the NESCAC, and any time you
can take two wins against these two
teams is huge," said tri-captain
Brendan Timmins '06.
The Bantams opened the weekend with a 4-2 victory over the 12th
ranked Bowdoin Polar Bears, opening with a three goal lead and never
looking back.
Tri-captain Richard Masucci '06
opened the scoring just two and a
half minutes into the game on a
breakaway. Masucci out-waited the
goalie and fired a wrist shot into the
top corner, giving the Bants the lead
with assists coming from tri-captain
Brendan Timmins '06 and Matthew
Rafuse '07.
Trinity came out flying in the
second period, putting an amazing
20 shots on net during the 20 min-

utes. Simon Dionne '07 got the first
one of the period just a minute and a
half in on passes from Daniel Maturi
'08 and Riley Hicks '09.
Trinity got the eventual game
winner and extended.their lead to. 30 five minutes later on a five-onthree power play goal by John
Halverson '07 with assists coming
from Timmins and Ryan Masucci
'09.
Bowdoin finally got on the
board 10 minutes into the second
with a power play goal of their own.
Trinity answered right back to start.
the third period as Hicks scored a
goal of his own on passes from
Maturi and Dionne only a minute in,
giving Trinity goals in the opening
minutes of all three periods.

Bowdoin struck again four minutes later to make the score 4-2, but
that was as close as the Polar Bears
could come. Goaltender Henry
Breslin '06 made 28 saves in the
effort while Trinity put up a total of
43 shots, out shooting Bowdoin 4330.
"This was one of the most complete efforts we've gotten all year.
Our offense was clicking and scored
some big goals and Breslin came up
big for us. Also, we beat a ranked
team which just goes to show that if
we put in an effort like this we can
play with anyone in the country,"
said Timmins.
Trinity continued their good
see TOTAL on page 19
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Trinity tri-captain Cameron Finch '06 handles the puck in action this weekend.

